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Introduction

UPDATE

On 18 March 2014, the US hedge fund Och-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC, certain of whose investments in Africa are examined in this report, made the following statement in a regulatory filing to the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC): 1

Beginning in 2011, and from time to time thereafter, we have received subpoenas from the SEC and requests for information from the US Department of Justice (the “DOJ”) in connection with an investigation involving the FCPA [Foreign Corrupt Practices Act] and related laws. The investigation concerns an investment by a foreign sovereign wealth fund in some of our funds in 2007 and investments by some of our funds, both directly and indirectly, in a number of companies in Africa. At this time, we are unable to determine how the investigation will be resolved and what impact, if any, it will have. An adverse outcome could have a material effect on our business, financial condition or results of operations.

In August 2012, the Mail & Guardian, the leading South African newspaper, revealed how a $100 million loan to the Mugabe regime was part of a 2008 deal by UK-registered Central African Mining and Exploration Company plc (CAMEC) to acquire Zimbabwean platinum assets. Finance for this transfer originated with a subsidiary of Och-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC (‘Och-Ziff’), a US hedge fund. The money from the platinum deal was used by the Mugabe regime to unleash a campaign of violence and overturn the result of the 2008 elections (See box, The platinum deal and electoral violence).

Building on existing and further research, RAID published in July 2013 its own report into the platinum transaction. The transfer of funds had happened despite the existence of US and EU sanctions against Zimbabwe: indeed, Mugabe’s violent subversion of the elections led to the imposition of further sanctions. Moreover, the loan cannot be easily distanced from the human rights violations it facilitated.

Dating back to 2011, RAID has raised concerns with the UK authorities about certain tran-

The platinum deal and electoral violence

In April 2008, CAMEC acquired a majority holding in a Zimbabwean platinum joint venture. As part of this transaction, CAMEC advanced a US$100 million loan to enable its newly acquired Zimbabwean subsidiary to ‘comply with its contractual obligations to the Government of the Republic of Zimbabwe’. Regulatory news releases indicate that the money for the loan came from OZ Management LP ('OZ Management), a subsidiary of Och-Ziff.

The finance originating from Och-Ziff was used to fund the Mugabe regime’s campaign of violence that subverted democratic elections. Up to 200 people were killed, 5,000 more were beaten and tortured, and 36,000 people were displaced. An opposition spokesman has stated: ‘all the heartache, pain, gerrymandering, violence, intimidation, repression that took place at the 2008 election is directly linked to that 100 million.’ The US Ambassador to Zimbabwe in 2008, James McGee, condemned the ‘systematic campaign of violence designed to block this vote for change... orchestrated at the highest levels of the ruling party.’ The electoral violence led to an extension of US sanctions against Zimbabwe, which remain in force.
sactions carried out by CAMEC, formerly traded on AIM (Alternative Investment Market), London’s junior market. In May 2013, RAID wrote again to the UK Treasury – responsible for the implementation of sanctions – and to its US counterpart, calling for an investigation. RAID wrote to Och-Ziff and also contacted several prominent US public pension funds with investments managed by the hedge fund. Och-Ziff describes itself as ‘one of the largest institutional alternative asset managers in the world’, with $41.3 billion in assets under management in early 2014. Pensions account for 32 percent of Och-Ziff’s investor base across its hedge funds and other alternative investment vehicles.

The purpose of this short report is to provide an update on developments – set against a wall of official silence (see table) – since RAID raised its concerns over the legacy of the Zimbabwean platinum deal in its July 2013 report Sanctions, violence, pensions and Zimbabwe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>When</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HM Treasury’s Asset Freezing Unit</td>
<td>In 2011, RAID raised concerns with the UK Treasury’s Asset Freezing Unit – responsible for implementing aspects of the UK’s sanctions regime – over both CAMEC’s dealings with the Zimbabwean regime and the subsequent acquisition of CAMEC by Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation plc (ENRC). RAID wrote again in July 2012, and several times since, including making an explicit Freedom of Information request to the Treasury in order to elicit information about how it handled and even licensed these transactions. Letters providing more information on the Zimbabwean platinum deal and calling upon the Treasury to investigate were sent in May and September 2013. The Treasury has, however, refused to answer RAID’s questions or release any information; and it has failed to respond to RAID’s call for an investigation. In 2014, RAID filed a complaint to the Information Commissioner on the Treasury’s refusal to provide information.</td>
<td>2011–2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)</td>
<td>In May 2013, RAID wrote to the US Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) asking it to investigate whether the Och-Ziff loan and CAMEC transactions engaged US sanctions against Zimbabwe. OFAC has never responded to RAID’s request, despite a further prompt in September 2013.</td>
<td>May &amp; September 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Och-Ziff</td>
<td>At the same time that RAID wrote to OFAC, it contacted Och-Ziff directly about its concerns. Och-Ziff has never replied to RAID.</td>
<td>May 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension funds</td>
<td>In July 2013, RAID sent letters to three of the largest US state pension funds in Massachusetts, New Jersey and California, who at the time of the Zimbabwe deal, or who have subsequently, used Och-Ziff to manage part of their portfolios. In September 2013, RAID wrote to an additional six public pension funds in Florida, Texas, Missouri, Sacramento, and Utah, all with investments managed by Och-Ziff. Out of the nine funds contacted, only California has replied. RAID also sent a letter in September 2013 to Transport for London, a high-profile pension fund in the UK, which uses Och-Ziff to manage certain investments. Seven months later and there has been no response to the concerns raised.</td>
<td>July &amp; September 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since that report was published, there have been a number of significant developments in relation to the case:

- Och-Ziff, which has not responded publicly or privately to RAID about the concerns raised, has felt compelled to write to the influential California state pension fund (CalPERS), the only such institution to have taken up RAID’s call to seek answers from Och-Ziff.

- A civil action, brought against the Zimbabwean government to recover money to compensate for state expropriations, has had the effect of bringing certain (albeit circumscribed) information about the CAMEC/Och-Ziff transaction to light.

- More is also known about Och-Ziff’s parallel venture into Africa, launched at the same time as its investment in CAMEC. Transactions in Guinea and the DRC, linked to Och-Ziff’s joint investment vehicle – Africa Management Limited (‘AML’) – or to Och-Ziff’s partners or affiliated entities, have attracted considerable controversy.

- One such deal raises questions about AML’s investment in a company called Camrose Resources Limited (‘Camrose’) and the latter’s transactions to sell DRC mining assets to Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation plc (‘ENRC’), the company that bought CAMEC. The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO) is currently investigating allegations of fraud, bribery and corruption relating to the activities of ENRC or its subsidiaries in Africa.

- Key figures in CAMEC have launched a new company on AIM, Africa Oilfield Logistics. RAID has sought to ensure that the regulatory authorities abide by their responsibility to scrutinise the company’s admission and ensure proper due diligence on the track-record of certain directors, given the unanswered questions that hang over CAMEC whilst under their stewardship.

Whilst a number of circumstances specific to the Och-Ziff/CAMEC case have therefore changed, so has the wider context political and legal context:

- 2013 saw constitutional reform in Zimbabwe and the re-election of Mugabe and Zanu-PF. There has been a rolling back of sanctions in the EU, although no significant relaxation in the US.

- At the same time, there have been a number of prominent sanctions cases in the US, resulting in significant fines for major banks. However, this appetite for legal action has not extended to the Zimbabwean sanctions regime.

- Developments in UK and US domestic and foreign policy cannot explain away the lack of investigative or enforcement action by the authorities in the CAMEC case or in the case of ENRC.

RAID continues to call for a full investigation and, where appropriate, enforcement action by the relevant authorities.

The sources for the current report include company records, company correspondence, regulatory filings, contracts, court documents and newspaper reports. Many of these have been published and others are in the public domain. The report includes comprehensive references for the documents consulted in its preparation.

This RAID report and its summary should be read in conjunction the underlying source documents.
Specific developments: Och-Ziff, recent disclosures and a new company launch on AIM

Since RAID published its July 2013 memorandum on CAMEC’s Zimbabwean platinum deal, there have been developments that relate specifically to the transaction itself and Och-Ziff’s role in providing investment finance. The two most significant disclosures are a response from Och-Ziff to CalPERS and an ongoing US court case (Funnekotter et al. v. Republic of Zimbabwe), in which Och-Ziff has been subpoenaed as a non-party to produce specified information on its dealings with CAMEC. Certain other information is also presented on Och-Ziff’s concurrent, pro-active investment program in Africa at the time of the Zimbabwean platinum deal. In the UK, the same team of directors and advisers that brought CAMEC to market have recently launched another company on AIM, despite the fact that questions in the public domain about CAMEC’s compliance with AIM rules have never been satisfactorily answered.

Unanswered questions arising from Och-Ziff’s response to CalPERS

CalPERS raised RAID’s concerns with Och-Ziff, and received a reply dated 4 September 2013. After explaining to Och-Ziff that it would disclose this reply to RAID, CalPERS forwarded the letter to RAID. A copy is attached as Annex 1.

Och-Ziff’s response to CalPERS, as it stands, leaves many key questions unanswered: on the timeline of its investment, its due diligence on a sizeable investment, the extent of its knowledge of the Zimbabwe platinum transaction, and the course of action taken by Och-Ziff once the latter deal was announced by CAMEC.

The destination of the investment

Och-Ziff says that CAMEC stated that the proceeds from the placement ‘were to be used to fund existing company assets and operations in Democratic Republic of Congo’. This suggests that Och-Ziff had no knowledge that the proceeds would be used to fund assets and operations in any other country apart from the DRC. However, CAMEC’s statements at the time of the placement already refer to ‘further discussions with the placees regarding multiple investment opportunities available to the Company in Africa’ (28 March 2008), and CAMEC’s chief executive noted ‘it [the placement] enables us to accelerate our well known development plans in the DRC and also take advantage of other opportunities elsewhere within our regions of operations’ [emphasis added]. This confirms that the proceeds were to be used outside of the DRC. The CAMEC statement is therefore at odds with Och-Ziff’s account that proceeds from the placement were solely to be used in the DRC.

➢ Does Och-Ziff believe it was misled by CAMEC as to the destination of the investment?

The extent of due diligence

The information given by CAMEC in the public domain, which nevertheless confirms investment elsewhere outside DRC, would surely have been minimal in comparison to the information provided privately to investors willing to provide $150 million. Och-Ziff acknowledges ‘the relative size of its investment in CAMEC’.

Our understanding is that private placements of the magnitude of that transacted between Och-Ziff and CAMEC are based upon an offer memorandum or equivalent robust documentation. It is surely inconceivable that Och-Ziff would invest the amount of money it did in CAMEC without knowing more about the company, its ownership and its plans.
If Och-Ziff did invest $150 million in CAMEC without such knowledge, then would this not raise serious questions about the lack of fundamental due diligence?

Yet in response to a subpoena served on Och-Ziff (as a non-party) to produce documents as part of an ongoing court case (see p. 7 for details), an exchange of letters between the plaintiff’s lawyers and counsel for Och-Ziff concerns precisely the extent of due diligence prior to investing in CAMEC:

Och-Ziff’s apparent lack of candour and efforts to impede discovery are underscored by its response to the Order, which required production of ‘core documents relating to Och-Ziff’s investment in CAMEC.’... The production does not include any due diligence or approvals of the CAMEC investment, nor CAMEC documents such as an offering memorandum. We believe it is highly unlikely that Och-Ziff’s analysis of a $150 million investment, representing almost 10% of CAMEC’s shares, would be so superficial.

—Extract from letter to the judge from Counsel for the plaintiffs, seeking the production of documents

To be clear, there is no request in the subpoena for ‘core documents’ relating to the investment. These documents were produced in an effort to provide Plaintiffs with basic information relating to Och-Ziff’s investment in CAMEC. Thus, there is no particular set of ‘core’ documents to which Plaintiffs are entitled. In any event, the documents that Plaintiffs claim they should receive have already been produced or do not exist. Och-Ziff produced its due diligence documents, and there was no private placement memorandum issued in connection with the CAMEC investment, which we understand is standard for placings of AIM-listed companies like CAMEC.

—Extract from letter to the judge from Counsel for Och-Ziff

**The timeline of the private placement**

Och-Ziff refers to making a ‘routine filing notice’ in respect of their purchase of CAMEC shares. However, Och-Ziff does not confirm when this notice was made. On 29 July 2008, CAMEC eventually issued a holdings release, attributed ‘From OZ Management’ and dated 28 July 2008. Does this indicate that Och-Ziff provided the relevant filing to CAMEC on 28 July 2008? Moreover, Och-Ziff does not confirm when it received its CAMEC shares. Filings made by CAMEC in the UK give an allotment date of 7 April 2008 for 150,000,000 shares to Och-Ziff funds; however, the Return of Allotment of Shares 88(2) form is dated 21 April 2008.

It should be a simple matter for Och-Ziff to confirm the date upon which it concluded its private placement in CAMEC; the date it made its routine filing to CAMEC; the date by which it had transferred all monies due to CAMEC in payment; and the last date by which it had received all of its allotted CAMEC shares.

This timeline will assist in establishing the extent to which Och-Ziff’s completion of its purchase of CAMEC shares pre- or post-dates CAMEC’s transaction (11 April 2008) to acquire the Zimbabwean platinum assets.

Without this confirmation from Och-Ziff, reliance must be placed on existing disclosures. CAMEC announced share capital of 1,229,938,032 ordinary shares as of 3 March 2008. As of 14 April 2008 – that is three days after the Zimbabwean platinum transaction – Credit Suisse announced that it held 68,642,517 CAMEC ordinary shares, representing 5.58% of issued share capital. The Credit Suisse holding of 68,642,517 is indeed 5.58% (to two decimal places) of CAMEC’s total share capital as announced on 3 March 2008, before the Zimbabwean platinum
deal. This suggests that Och-Ziff’s allocation of 150,000,000 shares had not been admitted for trading by the time the deal was announced.

After the platinum deal

In scrutinising Och-Ziff’s conduct in respect of the CAMEC platinum transaction, it is all too easy to fail to see the wood for the trees. Regardless of the extent of Och-Ziff’s prior knowledge of CAMEC’s plans to invest in Zimbabwe, on 11 April 2008, details of the platinum deal were announced by CAMEC. These details included reference to the fact that ‘CAMEC has agreed to advance to Lefever an amount of US$100 million by way of loan to enable Lefever to comply with its contractual obligations to the Government of the Republic of Zimbabwe.’

- Did this disclosure not prompt Och-Ziff to ask questions of CAMEC about how the proceeds of Och-Ziff’s private placement were being used?

- If, as Och-Ziff states, it had no knowledge that the platinum deal was on the cards at the time of the private placement, then surely the surprise announcement of such a significant acquisition ought to have prompted Och-Ziff to interrogate CAMEC about its plans and the ultimate destination of Och-Ziff’s payment to CAMEC?

Actions available to a passive investor

Och-Ziff draws attention to its role as a passive shareholder in CAMEC: ‘The Och-Ziff funds had no control over the company, its operations or use of the proceeds.’ Control over CAMEC is not the central issue. Rather Och-Ziff, given CAMEC’s need for cash via a private placement, was in a position to interrogate the company over its operations and plans, and did therefore have a choice about whether it invested in CAMEC at all; furthermore, Och-Ziff also had control over divesting from CAMEC after the platinum deal was announced (Mugabe and senior Zimbabwean government figures were already designated under US sanctions) or after the designation of both the Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation (ZMDC – CAMEC’s state-controlled partner in the platinum venture) and Billy Rautenbach, later described by the US as a ‘Mugabe crony’ and who was wanted at the time by the South African authorities on fraud charges. Rautenbach had originally provided CAMEC with its mining assets in the DRC. Och-Ziff, however, held onto its CAMEC shares into 2009, selling its remaining holding only when ENRC acquired CAMEC in November of that year.

Knowledge of the Mugabe regime as beneficiary

Och-Ziff states: (a) ‘Och-Ziff is not aware, and does not believe, that any employee knew that CAMEC intended to provide funds raised from the offering to the regime of Robert Mugabe, even assuming such allegation is true’; (b) ‘As a passive shareholder of CAMEC for a limited time, Och-Ziff is not aware of information that validates the claim that CAMEC provided funds to the Mugabe regime.’ Both statements cast doubt on the claim that funds were transferred to the Mugabe regime. Yet – notwithstanding the question of whether Och-Ziff or its employees had any prior knowledge of the ultimate beneficiary of CAMEC’s loan – Och-Ziff’s statements are belied by CAMEC’s own confirmation that it provided the loan, via a company called Lefever, to the Zimbabwean government.

- Presumably Och-Ziff would not deny that the Zimbabwean government at the time comprised President Robert Mugabe and Zanu-PF?
Funnekotter et al. v. Republic of Zimbabwe: Och-Ziff and knowledge of entities behind the CAMEC transaction

There is also evidence to suggest that Och-Ziff, far from being an uninformed passive investor, had knowledge not only of CAMEC’s Zimbabwean platinum assets, but also of certain of the individuals and entities behind the transaction. Och-Ziff has been subpoenaed in a US court case concerned with the pursuit of compensation owed by the Republic of Zimbabwe to the plaintiffs – direct or indirect owners of commercial farms expropriated by the Zimbabwean state – following an award by the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). Och-Ziff, as a non-party to the case, has been required to produce a number of documents. An exchange of letters concerning disclosure by Och-Ziff provides certain information: it would appear that by 22 July 2008, Och-Ziff had drawn up a valuation model of CAMEC that included a reference to Zimbabwean instrumentalities.

Och-Ziff’s counsel refers to the spreadsheet as being drawn up ‘several months after CAMEC had announced publicly that it was purchasing a platinum mine in Zimbabwe’. Counsel’s letter continues: ‘The document does not even remotely suggest that Och-Ziff knew about CAMEC’s acquisition of a company in Zimbabwe before that acquisition occurred or that Och-Ziff had any knowledge about the flow of any funds to the Republic of Zimbabwe or its instrumentalities.’

It should be noted that the apparent attribution of Meryweather to Billy Rautenbach in the Och-Ziff spreadsheet demonstrates knowledge not available through public disclosures. Moreover, on 25 July 2008, just ten days prior to the circulation of the spreadsheet, CAMEC’s ZMDC partner in the platinum venture had been designated on the US sanctions list. Three months later, at the end of November 2008, Rautenbach was designated. By that time, Och-Ziff should have been in no doubt as to the status of Rautenbach as an instrumentality of the Republic of Zimbabwe, yet Och-Ziff remained invested in CAMEC.

Given its private knowledge of the role of Meryweather and Billy Rautenbach (‘BR’), did Och-Ziff question CAMEC after Rautenbach was designated about Och-Ziff’s earlier placement and the use of the proceeds?

Counsel for the plaintiffs, in a letter to the judge, states:

As CAMEC used the private placement proceeds to fund the purchase of the mine and its grant of shares to Meryweather immediately diluted Och-Ziff’s shareholding by roughly 10%, Plaintiffs believed that Och-Ziff should have significant information on the Zimbabwe mine acquisition...

This [the spreadsheet] suggests that perhaps Och-Ziff’s counsel was less than candid in stating that Och-Ziff had no knowledge of the funds flowing to Zimbabwe instrumentalities.

Under the subpoena, Och-Ziff has produced core documents stamped OZF00063389 – OZF00064184 ‘dated around the time of, and relating to, Och-Ziff’s acquisition of shares in CAMEC that mention CAMEC and Zimbabwe’. In respect of Och-Ziff having information about the assets of the Republic of Zimbabwe, Och-Ziff’s counsel states: ‘we are not aware of any such documents in Och-Ziff’s possession.’ However, Och-Ziff’s counsel does refer to ‘the sporadic mention of Zimbabwe in connection with discussions of CAMEC in the handful of emails being produced’, explaining this in terms of CAMEC’s existing operations in Zimbabwe at the time of the offering.
Dissatisfied with Och-Ziff’s disclosure of documents, counsel for the plaintiffs is seeking a further order to compel Och-Ziff to produce the full range of documents requested (please refer to counsel’s numbered requests, reproduced in Annex 2). Each of the plaintiffs’ requests 1–9 are specifically tailored to seek documents concerning Och-Ziff’s substantial investment in a company called Central African Mining and Exploration Company (“CAMEC”) through a 2008 private placement of securities. Plaintiffs are seeking discovery from Och-Ziff about this transaction.

The identity of the fronts or “bagmen” for Zimbabwe is also critically important... some of Africa’s most notorious businessmen were involved with CAMEC and the 2008 private placement. In order to assess whether these individuals or any of their affiliated companies are in fact fronts from the Republic of Zimbabwe, holding or transferring assets that plaintiffs may pursue to satisfy the [ICSID] Judgment, plaintiffs seek information from Och-Ziff concerning CAMEC’s activities and organizational structure... a company with clear ties to the Mugabe regime in Zimbabwe and an example of how Zimbabwe conducts business through its fronts and “bagmen.”

Document Requests u(b)–(l) involve the individuals and entities that plaintiffs believe were the key players in the CAMEC private placement transaction and CAMEC’s subsequent Zimbabwe-related dealings, including CAMEC’s 2008 purchase through a number of shell companies of a 60% interest of a mine expropriated by Zimbabwe, and the use of funds CAMEC received to extend a $100 million “loan” to the government of Zimbabwe.

Document Requests u(n)–(o) concern the 2008 Zimbabwe presidential election and the opposition party to Mr. Mugabe’s regime, which are clearly relevant given CAMEC’s $100 million “loan” to Zimbabwe, which was used by the government to influence the 2008 presidential election.

Documents and communications are requested from Och-Ziff in relation to a number of named individuals and entities, inter alia: Muller Conrad “Billy” Rautenbach, James Ramsay (Rautenbach’s lawyer), Phillippe Henri Edmonds (Chairman of CAMEC), Andrew Groves (CEO of CAMEC), Meryweather, Lefever, Todal, CAMEC and ENRC. Och-Ziff has also been requested to produce all documents and communications concerning OFAC (the office responsible for sanctions in the US) with respect to the 2008 private placement, Zimbabwe or sanctions (both US and EU). Counsel for the plaintiffs states:

Notably, Och-Ziff has never said whether it has such documents; if so, how many; and why. Why would Och-Ziff have documents concerning the Sanctions on Zimbabwe except to analyze how Zimbabwe and its counterparties can avoid those Sanctions? Since there is no claim that producing these documents is burdensome, Och-Ziff’s failure to produce these documents to date is particularly inexcusable.

Och-Ziff’s counsel has rejected the plaintiffs’ request for further documents, stating: ‘Och-Ziff has no documents relating to any Zimbabwe assets; it has no documents relating to any transfer of assets to or from Zimbabwe; it has no documents reflecting Zimbabwe bank accounts that might be used to find Zimbabwe assets. That should end the story, but Plaintiffs have refused to acknowledge this reality’. Counsel’s letter to the judge continues: ‘Och-Ziff has objected to the subpoena on a number of grounds, including that the subpoena is overbroad, unduly
burdensome, and sought documents beyond the permissible scope of... discovery. In a good faith effort to demonstrate to Plaintiffs that the premise of the subpoena – that Och-Ziff had knowledge of CAMEC’s investment in Zimbabwe through which funds were supposedly provided to Zimbabwe – was totally false, Och-Ziff produced documents responsive to certain of Plaintiffs’ requests around the time period of Och-Ziff’s original investment in CAMEC and CAMEC’s investment in Zimbabwe. Och-Ziff also has attempted to negotiate limitations to the overbroad requests, but counsel for Plaintiffs has refused to agree to any limitations, including any reasonable date restrictions.’

Counsel for the plaintiffs has also subpoenaed OFAC as a non-party and requested certain documents, including requests for a license or guidance letter explicitly related to transactions or dealings with specified designated entities, including, *inter alia*, the Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation (ZMDC). The OFAC documents and information are also covered by a protective order requiring confidentiality.

**Managers with knowledge in common: Och-Ziff and Africa Management Limited**

Och-Ziff’s portrayal of itself as a passive investor in CAMEC is at odds with its approach to other investments in companies with African assets.

In a June 2008 interview and article, Daniel Och, founder, chairman and CEO if Och-Ziff, outlined how Och-Ziff had created a dedicated investment vehicle ‘to focus on private transactions and less-liquid investments’. The company’s decision to go public in November 2007 was to provide additional capital for such investments. According to the article: ‘By seeking to extend his business to encompass a range of unusual private financing structures – corporate restructurings, joint ventures and private-equity-style investments – Och is now treading on the very ground that investment banks... have long considered their domain.... Companies around the world are desperate for capital, and he [Och] and his team are keen to provide it.” In order to move into this space, Och-Ziff brought in some 30 private equity professionals. The article describes how Och and his senior partners ‘have been working on a spate of new deals, including two recently disclosed joint ventures.... In conjunction with Palladino Holdings, another private investment firm in South Africa, Och-Ziff and Mvelaphanda – the word means progress – are raising money to invest in mining and oil and natural-gas exploration.” For a summary, see box, Africa Management Limited: partners and key individuals.

In its 2008 second quarterly market report, Och-Ziff clearly articulated this new investment strategy focusing upon private equity investment in developing markets:

> The evolution of the markets in India, China and Africa, as well as the expansion of the capital markets in Latin America, has led to opportunities in asset classes such as energy and alternative energy, natural resources, infrastructure and real estate. The expansion of our private investments business through the development of new investment platforms that capitalize on these opportunities, such as our African joint venture, are an important element of our strategy for growth in assets under management, revenues and earnings.

... Investments in new businesses established to expand certain of our private investment platforms are also included in other operations. For example, our investment in Africa Management Limited, our joint venture with Mvelaphanda Holdings (Proprietary) Limited and Palladino Holdings Limited, is included in other operations.
Africa Management Limited: partners and key individuals

In its press release, Och-Ziff does not further identify Africa Management Limited; however, other corporate documents confirm that Africa Management Limited is registered and incorporated offshore in Guernsey. Africa Management Limited is the parent company of Africa Management (UK) Limited (‘AML UK’), the latter registered and incorporated in the UK. Its current status is described as active, but ‘under a proposal to strike off’. Och-Ziff’s press release refers to the UK subsidiary as capitalising on available opportunities under its chief executive, Mark Willcox.

Mvela Holdings is incorporated in South Africa. Mvela Holdings is described in the Och-Ziff release as ‘a private investment company founded in 1998 by Tokyo Sexwale, Mikki Xayiya and Mark Willcox. It is the controlling shareholder of JSE-listed Mvelaphanda Group Ltd and has a significant interest in JSE-listed Mvelaphanda Resources Ltd. It has other substantial privately held interests in the mining, energy, real estate and various other industrial sectors in South Africa and Africa.’ Sexwale is a former Minister in the South African government.

Palladino Holdings is described as a private investment vehicle, founded in 2003 by Walter Hennig holding ‘a variety of significant mining, energy and other assets in Africa.’ A company under the name Palladino Holdings Limited is registered in the UK, and recorded as originating in the Turks & Caicos Islands. Other market notifications that refer to Palladino Holdings Limited as a shareholder give an address for Palladino in the Turks & Caicos Islands. Palladino Capital 2 Limited, a closely-related Palladino subsidiary behind a controversial loan to the Guinea government (see below), is registered in the British Virgin Islands.

The directors of Africa Management (UK) include or have included, Walter Hennig (Palladino), Andre Cilliers (Palladino) its chief executive Mark Willcox (also Chief Executive Officer of Mvela Holdings), Michael Cohen (Och-Ziff) and Vanja Baros (Och-Ziff).

Africa Management Limited (‘AML’) was created by OZ Management LP (an Och-Ziff subsidiary) and the partner organisations in January 2008, just a few months before Och-Ziff invested in CAMEC. According to the Och-Ziff press release announcing the launch:

Africa Management Limited has established African Global Capital I, L.P. (“African Global Capital”), as a platform to invest in both the private and public markets across Africa, with a bias towards natural resources and related businesses. The new joint venture will combine the regional infrastructure and expertise of Mvela Holdings and Palladino together with the global investment management expertise of OZ Management. Africa Management Limited will act as the exclusive vehicle for Mvela Holdings and OZ Management to pursue private investment opportunities within the region.... Contributed assets range from exploratory mining and energy concessions to mature producing mining assets and public equity positions across Africa.

Och-Ziff’s African investments are managed out of Europe. Until March 2013, the company’s European operations were headed by Michael Cohen. Cohen had joined Och-Ziff near the outset, was one of 18 partners at the time Och-Ziff went public, and was described as one of the sixkey partners whose retention was ‘crucial to our [Och-Ziff’s] success’. Cohen’s surprise departure from Och-Ziff was announced on 19 March 2013 by Och-Ziff in a perfunctory notice to the US Securities and Exchange Commission.

In addition to being Head of European Investing, Cohen was a Director of Och-Ziff Europe, an executive managing director of Och-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC, an executive managing director at each Och-Ziff Operating Group entity, and a member of the Partner Management Committee for the Och-Ziff organization. Cohen held these positions in 2008, at the time Och-Ziff was moving into private equity investments in Africa.

In June 2009, Cohen gave a presentation at a key industry forum on private equity investment in Africa. He drew attention to the continent’s “vast and still underexploited” natural resources, to strategies benefiting from many countries’ black economic empowerment legislation, as well as

---
to Och-Ziff’s own joint venture investment in Africa. According to a report on the forum, ‘he [Cohen] highlighted corruption as a particularly significant and wholly “unacceptable” aspect of African business life.’

Cohen was a director of AML’s UK subsidiary from 10 October 2007 to 2 July 2012. Och-Ziff’s Africa Director, Vanja Baros, was also a director in AML UK from December 2007 until July 2012. Like Cohen, Baros is no longer employed by Och-Ziff, but is reported to be head of business development at QKR Corporation (see below, for information on the founder of QKR and a controversial loan to the Guinea government).

At the same time as helping coordinate Och-Ziff’s investments through AML, Baros was also analysing CAMEC. The spreadsheet referred to in the Funnekotter court case, with details of CAMEC’s operations, is named ‘CAMEC_VB_20080722.xls’ and was circulated to and forwarded by <vanja.baros@ozcap.com>. According to counsel, “The “VB” in the title appears to be a reference to Vanja Barros [sic].’ The spreadsheet makes it clear that Baros was conversant with aspects of CAMEC’s operations and certain figures and entities (the reference to ‘BR’ and Meryweather) behind the company.

AML or its affiliated or partner organisations – Palladino and Mvela, tasked with contributing assets to the venture – have been associated with three controversial deals in Guinea and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Again, questions arise as to what Och-Ziff knew about these transactions; whether it contributed funds to these investments through AML or through any other entity; and, if it did invest, the extent of its analysis and due diligence.

Africa Management Limited and Camrose Resources Limited: loans and transaction in the DRC

In June 2011, RAID, as part of its detailed submission to the AIM authorities on the conduct of CAMEC, drew attention to certain transactions between CAMEC and companies part-owned or controlled by Dan Gertler, an Israeli businessman with close connections to Joseph Kabila, the President of the Democratic Republic of Congo. Gertler’s deals in the DRC are linked to the offshore holding company, Fleurette Properties Limited. Fleurette, in turn, is the parent company of Camrose Resources Limited; and this latter company amended its very Memorandum and Articles of Association to accommodate and grant powers to a company that, as stated in the amended company records, is affiliated to AML, the Och-Ziff joint venture vehicle.

The influential Africa Progress Panel, established to promote equitable and sustainable development for Africa and chaired by former UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, used its 2013 annual report to highlight lost revenues associated with the opaque trading of mining concessions, epitomised by the DRC where the ‘minerals sector has been plagued by a culture of secrecy, informal deals and allegations of corruption.’ The Panel focused on five deals. ‘In each case the trading arrangement involved a state company and one or more offshore companies, most of which were registered in the British Virgin Islands and connected to one of the largest private investors in the DRC, the Fleurette Group.’

The campaign group Global Witness has stated its belief that the secret sales of mining assets in the DRC ‘make little commercial sense for the Congolese state’ and has expressed its concern ‘that figures from the Congolese elite could be corruptly benefiting from the deals.’ Gertler has stated in response that the offshore companies in the Fleurette Group have solely members of his family as beneficiaries, and his spokesman has denied that assets were obtained at ‘knock-down values.’

The Panel calculated that between 2010 and 2012, the DRC lost at least $1.36 billion in revenues from the under-pricing of mining assets sold to offshore companies:
Across the five deals, assets were sold on average at one-sixth of their estimated commercial market value. Assets valued in total at US$1.63 billion were sold to offshore companies for US$275 million. The beneficial ownership structure of the companies concerned is unknown.

Offshore companies were able to secure very high profits from the onward sale of concession rights. The average rate of return across the five deals examined was 512 percent, rising to 980 percent in one deal.

The latter deal – the Kolwezi project (also known as KMT) – with the highest return on investment, concerns Camrose.\textsuperscript{57} Camrose is registered and incorporated in the British Virgin Islands.\textsuperscript{58} Camrose's Memorandum and Articles of Association were amended in November 2008 following the agreement of a US$124 million loan to Camrose by an entity called Vipar Investments, primarily to fund the purchase of mining assets in the DRC by Camrose.\textsuperscript{59} The amended memorandum and articles include several references to Vipar and an explicit reference to Africa Management Limited as an affiliate.\textsuperscript{60}

“Affiliate” means: (i) in respect of Vipar,... (b) any partnership or other entity that is managed, advised or controlled by, or which receives any investment management services from Africa Management Limited or its successors and assigns...

According to a newspaper report, focusing on Tokyo Sexwale (Mvelaphanda Holdings) as a partner with Palladino and Och-Ziff in AML:\textsuperscript{61}

Seen from a distance, Sexwale and his associates were no more than arms-length lenders through Vipar to Gertler. But on closer examination the... loan was secured in a way that made it more of a co-investment, giving them significant rights to Camrose even though Gertler was the formal owner.

At the time of the loan, Camrose amended its incorporation documents to reflect the relationship. Significantly, Vipar was entitled to convert its loan to equity, making it a full co-owner. But in the absence of it doing so it still had rights, including:

- It was party to a shareholders' agreement with Gertler;
- It held the right to appoint an observer to Camrose's board[;]
- It was party to the creation of a three-year business plan for Camrose, helping to devise its strategic direction; and
- Gertler needed Vipar's consent before any Camrose shares or assets could be sold.

Camrose’s amended Memorandum and Articles of Association lend credence to this reporting of Vipar’s rights: for further details see box, \underline{Camrose and the accommodation of Vipar and Africa Management Limited into the company}.

In the context of this report, it is important not to lose sight, through the layers of companies and amidst the complex transactions, of the ultimate link between Camrose and AML: Camrose re-writing its Articles of Association to accommodate Vipar; the loan from Vipar to Camrose; the underlying affiliation between Vipar and AML; finally, the role of AML as the joint investment vehicle used by Och-Ziff.
Camrose and the accommodation of Vipar and Africa Management Limited into the company

Camrose’s amended Memorandum and Articles of Association refer to Vipar as a party to the shareholders’ agreement, to the agreed business plan, and to Vipar’s observer on the board. The shareholder agreement, dated 23 July 2007 [2008?], between Camrose, its parent company, other shareholders and Vipar has not been publicly disclosed. Other company documents do confirm that the shareholders’ agreement set out, *inter alia*, restrictions on the ‘disposition, charge of or dealing in any other manner of [Camrose] Shares’.

It is also known that the issue of ‘Conversion Shares’ to allow Vipar to become a shareholder was contemplated, and the circumstances under which this would occur defined, in the shareholder agreement. Moreover, there are several references throughout the amended articles of association to Vipar ‘once it has become a shareholder’, providing for significant powers: appointment and removal of directors; voting rights; budgetary approval; Vipar’s agreement for the transfer of Camrose shares and first refusal on any shares put up for sale; and written consent from Vipar (and Fleurette Shareholders’ Representative) for no less than thirty key matters relating to the running of Camrose and its subsidiaries, *inter alia*:

- changes to the business plan,
- the disposal of or dilution of the Company’s interests, borrowing,
- changes to the share capital, the acquisition of shares in other companies, the entry into joint ventures,
- the approval of the buying or selling of assets worth more than $250,000,
- the appointment and removal any senior executive all the way through to the hiring and firing and employment conditions of any employee earning $100,000 or more.

In August 2010, ENRC – the company that had also acquired CAMEC – acquired just over half of Camrose. As part of this transaction, Vipar’s loan to Camrose was substituted, so that Camrose now owed the money to a company called Cerida (indirectly and wholly owned by Gertler’s Fleurette), whilst Cerida became responsible for repayment of the loan to Vipar. ENRC’s role was to guarantee the repayment by Cerida of the money owed to Vipar. This was done by earmarking $160 million dollars out of a $400 million loan facility that ENRC provided to Camrose. Although the money to pay Vipar was earmarked in 2010, Vipar was not paid back until 20 August 2012, when Camrose requested the drawdown of US$160,077,302 (the repayment of the original $124 million loan, with interest), which was paid directly to Vipar.

The participation of Vipar affiliates is clearly contemplated and recognised in Camrose’s amended Memorandum of Association:

“Vipar Investment Contribution” means all amounts paid in cash by Vipar (or an Affiliate of Vipar) to or in respect of their investment in any Group Company from time to time including (without limitation) loans convertible into the equity of any Group Company [Camrose or any of its subsidiaries], subscription monies, loans, interests on loans, purchase price for the acquisition of equity securities loan notes or promissory notes issued by any Group Company, transaction fees, costs and expenses and any amount contributed by Vipar pursuant to Clause 19 of the Shareholders Agreement;

“Vipar Investment Returns” means all amounts paid to Vipar (or an Affiliate of Vipar) from or in respect of their investment in any Group Company from time to time, including (without limitation) (i) amounts paid by return of capital or share buy back, (ii) repayment of principal and payment of interest on any indebtedness, (iii) all cash dividends and other cash distributions paid or made;

Camrose’s amended Memorandum and Articles of Association therefore recognise the circumstance under which affiliates of Vipar (including, presumably, AML) may hold equity shares in Camrose. In the event of any compulsory purchase of shares, there is even a guarantee that the proceeds will provide Vipar and any affiliates holding shares with a return on investment of 20% or more per annum.

It is not known what conditions governed the conversion of the Vipar loan to equity in Camrose for Vipar and its affiliates, nor whether these conditions were ever met. What is known is that Vipar had those rights and powers referred to (above, p. 12), irrespective of conversion.
2010, however, it appears that Vipar’s loan to Camrose was substituted, and the former’s Memorandum and Articles of Association revised for a second time, to reflect the changed relationship between the two entities as ENRC acquired just over half of Camrose (for further details see box, The Camrose transactions).

The Camrose transactions
Camrose is at the centre of a number of controversial deals in DRC. In April 2008, Camrose agreed to acquire a majority 60% stake in Africo Resources Limited, owner of several DRC mining assets. Camrose funded its purchase by way of a CAD 100 million (US$98.6 million) private placement. Funds for this placement came out of a $124 million convertible loan provided by Vipar secured against direct or indirect holdings in Africo (45,400,000 Africo shares, i.e. Camrose’s entire holding in Africo). Vipar is itself an investment vehicle, allowing the participation of its affiliates, including AML.

In August 2010, ENRC announced that it had acquired a 50.5% stake in Camrose Resources Limited. In addition to the Africo assets, Camrose held an indirect interest in mining reserves known as the Kolwezi Tailings or KMT (the Kingamyanbo Musonoi Tailings). ENRC’s purchase of its holding in Camrose provoked a storm of controversy because the KMT assets had been stripped by the DRC government from Canadian miner First Quantum Minerals Ltd and sold on to an entity called the Highwinds Group, entirely owned by Camrose. First Quantum and the IFC (the World Bank’s International Finance Corporation) had already commenced proceedings against the DRC government when ENRC moved to acquire Highwinds.

The price paid in January 2010 by Highwinds for the concessions was US$60 million. Just seven months later, ENRC paid almost three times this amount – US$175 million – for only half of Camrose. ENRC purchased its shares in Camrose from companies which ENRC describes as ‘held by the Gertler Family Trust’. Moreover, ENRC agreed to provide Camrose with a US$400 million shareholder loan facility and a guarantee of US$155 million to secure repayment of outstanding debt. This debt is the Vipar loan underpinning the Africo acquisition: it is pertinent to recall that Africa Management Limited is an affiliate of Vipar.

Despite the controversy surrounding its initial purchase of just over half of Camrose, ENRC pressed ahead in December 2012 to buy the outstanding 49.5% interest in Camrose, still held by Fleurette Properties Limited. This time ENRC paid US$550 million for the assets. According to the Africa Progress Panel, ‘Taking into consideration other assets wrapped up in the Camrose purchase, ENRC effectively paid $685.75 million for Kolwezi and associated concessions, which were originally purchased by the Highwind Group and its affiliates for $63.5 million – a return of just under 1,000 percent for the offshore companies concerned’. The repercussions of ENRC’s 2010 and 2012 Camrose transactions were profound. ENRC faced criticism after two independent directors were voted off the board in June 2011 for raising concerns over corporate governance because of the DRC deals. Concerns over the governance of ENRC and other premium listed companies fed through into a strengthening by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of listing rules to enhance shareholder protection. In December 2011, it was reported that the SFO had launched an investigation into ENRC: the company later confirmed that the SFO had required ENRC to undertake an internal investigation into its operations, assets and transactions, in particular in the DRC.

First Quantum pursued legal action, leading to a US$1.25 billion out of court settlement in January 2012. ENRC also disclosed that the Financial Services Authority had instructed the company in April 2012 to review compliance with: ‘Listing Rule 10 of the Listing Rules (Significant Transactions: Premium Listing) and Listing Rule 11 of the Listing Rules (Related Party Transactions: Premium Listing) analyses of certain transactions, including of the original purchase of 50.5 percent. of Camrose (including all ancillary agreements, such as loans etc)’. In May and June 2012, 100Reporters, a US-based organisation of investigative journalists exposing corruption, published details about a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) that ENRC filed with the Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) in August 2010, updating SOCA on a previous July 2010 SAR sent by
Given the following factors, as detailed above:

- the amendment of Camrose’s Memorandum and Articles of Association to accommodate Vipar and its affiliates, including AML.
- the evidence presented by the Africa Panel on the undervaluation of, *inter alia*, Camrose’s assets and their later sale for vast profit.
- the filing of suspicious activity reports by ENRC – seeking fast-track approval – with the UK’s Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) [now the National Crime Agency] concerning the Camrose transaction.
- the referral of ENRC’s completion of its Camrose acquisition to the UK’s Financial Services Authority [now the Financial Conduct Authority].
- the leaked letter from the law firm hired (then fired) by ENRC referring in the case of Camrose Resources to the falsification of documents, the misleading of the CFO of ENRC (and her team) and the misappropriation of US$35m and, in the case of CAMEC, to ‘evidence of possible breaches of financial sanctions by senior executives and employees’.
- the launching of an SFO inquiry into ‘allegations of fraud, bribery and corruption relating to the activities of the company [ENRC] or its subsidiaries in Kazakhstan and Africa’.

Och-Ziff is invited to clarify or provide information on the following questions:

- Given Och-Ziff’s partner status in AML and the presence of Och-Ziff employees on the AML UK board, what was AML’s relationship with its Vipar affiliate?
To Och-Ziff’s knowledge, did Vipar convert any part of its loan to equity in Camrose? Did Och-Ziff have sight of: Camrose’s November 2008 amended Memorandum and Articles of Association; the 16 April 2008 Vipar loan agreement; the Shareholder Agreement, dated 23 July 2008, between Camrose et al and Vipar?

Given Och-Ziff’s standing in AML, to what extent did Och-Ziff exercise any influence or control, via AML, over Vipar?

Did Och-Ziff have any agreement with Vipar or with companies associated with or affiliated to Vipar?

Did Och-Ziff invest funds in Camrose Resources, either directly, indirectly, or through affiliates, such as Vipar or any other entities? If so, to what extent?

If, as it appears from Camrose’s amended Memorandum and Articles of Association, AML was an affiliate of the company loaning funds to Camrose, what due diligence did Och-Ziff (as a partner in AML) carry out in respect of the transactions by Camrose i) to acquire Africo Resources and ii) to sell Camrose holdings to ENRC?

Did Och-Ziff, directly or indirectly through AML, provide funds to Vipar for the loan to Camrose?

When Vipar was repaid by Camrose via Cerida on 20 August 2012, was any payment made to affiliates of Vipar, including AML (or subsidiary or associated entities) in which Och-Ziff was a partner?

In the light of Camrose’s amended Articles of Association, what is the identity of any partnerships or other entities that AML managed, advised or controlled or to which AML provided investment management services?

Who were the ultimate beneficiaries of any partnerships or other entities that AML managed, advised or controlled or to which AML provided investment management services?

What profits were made in respect of any funds invested directly or indirectly by Och-Ziff, whether through AML via its affiliation with Vipar or through any other entity AML managed, advised or controlled or to which AML provided investment management services?

**Palladino Capital 2 Limited and the secret loan to the Republic of Guinea**

One of Och-Ziff’s partners in the AML joint venture has been at the centre of ‘a secret deal [with the Guinea government] that could hand billions of dollars of mining assets... to a shadowy middleman’, identified by *The Sunday Times* newspaper as Walter Hennig, the founder of Palladino.

A detailed, but anonymously authored, report, circulating widely, appears to link Och-Ziff to Palladino and the deal with the Guinea government concerning mining assets. Other newspapers have also reported on Palladino, Och-Ziff and the Guinea deal. One element of the deal was a $25 million loan from Palladino to the Guinea government, allowing Palladino, in the event of a default, to convert the debt into a 30% stake in the operations of the national mining company (see box, Guinea, mining assets and the Palladino loan). In mid-2012, letters from Palladino envisaged such a default, but the breaking of the story in the press caused the Guinea government to pay off the debt, later admitting that it had not informed the International Monetary Fund (IMF) of the loan.
In June 2012, the publication *Africa Confidential* wrote an article ‘A New Battle to Control the Mines’:

The second element of the proposed joint venture between Palladino and the national mining company was a framework agreement under which Palladino would undertake to bring in private investors for equity stakes in mining operations. Hennig signed a framework on behalf of his Floras Bell company with [Guinea Mines Minister, Lamine] Fofana on 13 March 2011, which set out the terms of the exclusive options to be offered to Floras Bell and Palladino for stakes in national mining company ventures. The agreement made no reference to valuation procedures or competitive bidding; rather, it
suggested that any decision on asset prices would be a matter between the Mines Ministry and Palladino.

There is no doubt that the deal offered lucrative opportunities to Hennig and associates. Hennig’s Palladino Holdings, registered in the British Virgin Islands, has a substantial stake (at least $20 mn.) in an investment company called Africa Global Capital (ACG) with the United States’ Och-Ziff hedge fund (with a $100 mn. stake) and Mvelaphanda Holdings ($5 mn. stake), founded by South African presidential contender Tokyo Sexwale. Willcox is Chief Executive of both Mvelaphanda and ACG.

When Cilliers [Chief Financial Officer of Palladino and Director of Palladino Capital 2] sent out an invitation to companies to join Palladino’s venture on 30 March 2011, those contacted said they had been given the impression that a group of ‘cash-rich outfits’ such as Och-Ziff and Mvelaphanda Holdings had already signed up to the arrangement. ‘Why would Guinea establish a state-owned mining business to hand it to a South African company?’ asked one.

Palladino is a partner, alongside Och-Ziff, in the AML joint venture. Moreover, Palladino’s Andre Cilliers, as well as Walter Hennig, were both appointed directors of AML UK in September 2012. Another ex-AML UK director and ex-Och-Ziff employee, Vanja Baros (see pp. 10, 11), is now employed by QKR, ‘a private mining company focused on acquiring and building a diversified portfolio of development and growth assets’, set up by Lloyd Pengilly, a former senior banker at JP Morgan Cazenove. Pengilly is described in newspaper reports as ‘a close associate of Mark Willcox’ and as ‘close to Hennig, Mvela Holdings CE Mark Willcox and Sexwale’. Pengilly, chairman of JP Morgan Cazenove’s African business at the time of the Guinea loan, was reportedly either dismissed or resigned from the bank at the beginning of August 2012. It was reported that QKR had originally received backing from Och-Ziff while Michael Cohen, its former Head of European Investing, was in post. However, according to The Sunday Times, Och-Ziff withdrew from the investment in QKR following Cohen’s departure from Och-Ziff:

Yet [Cohen’s] departure, I hear, was bad news for Lloyd Pengilly. Once the right-hand man to JP Morgan rainmaker Ian Hannam, Pengilly followed his boss out the door last year. He had a cunning plan for life after JP Morgan, however.

Pengilly managed to raise $1bn from a few big backers – four in all – for a new fund designed to scoop up mines cast off by the industry giants. He convinced Och-Ziff to invest in the venture, called QKR, alongside Qatar, BTG Pactual and Jan Kulczyk, Poland’s richest man.

But Cohen’s departure meant Pengilly was bereft of an advocate at Och-Ziff. The New Yorkers, clearly less enthused about his idea, have pulled out.

Och-Ziff should have the opportunity to respond to questions arising from the Guinea deal:

- Did Och-Ziff or any of its subsidiaries or entities it controls or in which it invests (including AML) have any knowledge of the Palladino Capital 2 loan to the Guinea government?
- The January 2008 AML joint venture, in which Och-Ziff partnered Palladino, suggests a longstanding relationship, cemented further by the appointment of both Cilliers and Hennig as directors in AML UK in September 2012. Has Palladino or any of its subsidiaries or associated entities ever had access to Och-Ziff funds for use in Guinea, whether through loans or through other investments, either via AML or through any other vehicle?
- Has Och-Ziff ever discussed the Palladino ‘secret deal’ or loan with either Palladino, Walter Hennig or any other associated entity?
Did Och-Ziff agree to provide funds – directly or indirectly – to invest in the Guinean national mining company via Floras Bell or via any other company or investment vehicle?

Did Och-Ziff discuss any investments in Guinea with Lloyd Pengilly while he was at JP Morgan Cazenove?

Did Michael Cohen, while employed by Och-Ziff, or other Och-Ziff employees, work with Lloyd Pengilly on the finance of other private equity deals or investment opportunities?

When did Vanja Baros leave Och-Ziff? What were the circumstances of Baros’s departure?

Why did Och-Ziff reportedly withdraw from investing in QKR after the departure of Michael Cohen?

**The opaque awarding of Lake Albert oil blocks in the DRC: the involvement of Gertler and the role of Africa Management (UK) Limited’s chief executive**

In the DRC, a 2010 contract (Production Sharing Agreement – PSA) awarding disputed oil blocks, without proper valuations or competitive tender, to two offshore companies with no track record in the oil industry has attracted widespread criticism. A DRC minister belatedly, and after much speculation, stated in June 2012 that Gertler is a partner in the companies concerned – Foxwhelp Limited and Caprikat Limited. The Fleurette Group has confirmed its interest in the oil blocks via Caprikat and Foxwhelp.

Cross-referencing details from the contract itself shows that both Caprikat and Foxwhelp share business addresses with Mark Willcox. Willcox confirms acting as ‘special adviser’ to the signatory (the nephew of South Africa’s President) for Caprikat. Willcox is described by Och-Ziff as the chief executive officer of their joint venture vehicle, AML UK. For further details, see box, **Foxwhelp, Caprikat and the Lake Albert oil blocks**.

Once again, the relationship of the companies, entities and individuals involved in the Foxwhelp/Caprikat PSA is opaque. The concern here is that the AML UK chief executive is linked to the deal and that Och-Ziff’s Mvela partner is described by technical advisers as being ‘interested’ in the project, although Mvela denies any shareholding.

Newspaper reports from the time of the contract award state:

> Willcox confirmed he and Mvelaphanda were giving “strategic advice” to [South African President Jacob] Zuma’s nephew, Khulubuse Zuma.

— *Mail & Guardian*

> Mvelaphanda Holdings Ltd., the South African company founded by former freedom fighter Tokyo Sexwale, is advising Khulubuse Zuma on the development of two oil blocks in eastern Congo, Chief Executive Officer Mark Willcox said.

> ... Willcox is working as Zuma’s ‘strategic adviser’ with a team from Mvelaphanda, Willcox said by phone from Monaco yesterday.

— *Bloomberg*

Eric Joyce, a member of the UK Parliament, states: “The BVI corporate records show that Mr Willcox’s Africa Management Ltd, through its affiliate Vipar Investments, has previously funded Dan Gertler’s dealings in the Congo. Is Dan Gertler, a known close friend of President Kabila, one of the beneficiaries of this [Caprikat/Foxwhelp] deal? Is that why Mr Willcox is so reluctant to disclose who is really behind the Lake Albert deal?”
Foxwhelp, Caprikat and the Lake Albert oil blocks

Extensive oil reserves, the largest in sub-Saharan Africa, have been found in the Lake Albert basin, which straddles the DRC and Uganda. According to London-listed Tullow Oil PLC, in 2006 the company (with its then partner, Heritage Oil) was awarded two DRC licences adjacent to its Ugandan holdings on Lake Albert. The Tullow licences never received presidential approval and the concessions were subsequently awarded by the DRC government in 2010 to two British Virgin Islands-registered companies, Foxwhelp Limited and Caprikat Limited. Tullow commenced legal proceedings to dispute the award, but announced that it had discontinued its challenged in March 2011. On 5 May 2010, Foxwhelp Limited and Caprikat Limited signed a production sharing agreement (PSA) for the oil blocks with the DRC government. The contract was rapidly confirmed by Presidential decree in June 2010. The companies paid a $6 million signature bonus for the concessions. Neither company has any experience in the oil industry, and both were formed offshore in the British Virgin Islands just over a month before the oil contract was signed.

The campaign group PLATFORM, which focuses on the social, economic and environmental impacts of the global oil industry, calculate up to $10 billion in lost revenue to the DRC state as a result of the Foxwhelp/Caprikat contract compared with the terms of an earlier, cancelled deal. The Foxwhelp/Caprikat PSA accords the companies 60 percent of net revenues for the first 12 million barrels, later dropping to 55%. Commentators suggest that neighbouring Uganda offers companies only 20 to 31.5 percent on similar deals. According to PLATFORM: ‘Nothing in this contract [Caprikat/Foxwhelp] looks like a long-term plan – we’ve never seen the state share of “profit oil” so low’. The contract is signed for Caprikat by Khulubuse Clive Zuma and for Foxwhelp by Michael Andrew Thomas Hulley. Khulubuse Zuma is the nephew of South African president Jacob Zuma. Hulley is a South African law attorney who acts for Jacob Zuma.

The addresses given for Caprikat and Foxwhelp in the contract are, according to other corporate documents, the same addresses given for Mark Willcox. A February 2011 joint company circular by Mvelaphanda Resources Limited (Mvela Resources) and Northam Platinum Limited records Mark J Willcox as the Chief Executive and a director of Mvela Resources and a director of Northam. ‘Mr Willcox’s business address is 1st Floor, North Wing, The Reserve, 54 Melville Road, Illovo, Johannesburg’. This is also the address given for Caprikat in the DRC oil contract. An earlier 2003 circular issued by Northam lists both Mark John Willcox and Tokyo Mosima Gabriel Sexwale as directors at the same address: 23 Glenhove Road, Melrose Estate Johannesburg, 2196. This is also the address for Foxhwhelp given in the DRC oil contract. According to the Mail & Guardian newspaper, the Caprikat and Foxwhelp oil contract ‘gave Mvelaphanda Holdings’ address in Illovo, Johannesburg, as Caprikat’s legal domicilium, while it gave Foxwhelp’s as Mvelaphanda Holdings’ former address in Melrose Estate, Johannesburg.’ Mvelaphanda Holdings letterheads – dating back to 2003 and 2006 – confirm the Glenhove Road address.

It should be recalled that Mvela Holdings, the parent holding company of Mvela Resources, the former founded by Tokyo Sexwale, partnered Och-Ziff in the Africa Management Limited joint venture and that Mark Willcox is described in Och-Ziff’s press release as chief executive officer of both Mvela Holdings and of AML’s UK subsidiary. Mark Willcox is reported as having confirmed that he travelled to Kinshasa partly to assist Khulubuse Zuma with ‘strategic advice’ on ‘a number of commercial endeavours including the applications surrounding blocks one and two in partnership with Medea’ [see below].

On the use of Mvelaphanda addresses in the DRC oil contract, it is reported that Willcox said Khulubuse Zuma did not have a Johannesburg office at the time: ‘in the intervening period, for ease of administration, due to the fact that he was spending most of his business time in Johannesburg, he used these office addresses as a domicilium’. Willcox has denied that he or Mvelaphanda had any stake in Foxwhelp or Caprikat. Bloomberg and South Africa’s Mail & Guardian quote a Sexwale spokesperson: ‘Mr Sexwale and the [independent] trustees confirm that neither Mr Sexwale nor his trust or any corporate entities with which he is directly or
indirectly associated have or will receive any benefit from the DRC oil blocks.’ The Mail & Guardian also quotes Hulley, speaking on behalf of Caprikat and Foxwhelp, saying that President Zuma had ‘no relationship or interest with either Caprikat or Foxwelp [sic], either directly or indirectly at any level, nor does he participated even remotely in any negotiation or discussion pertaining to any of its operations or structure.’ According to the same newspaper, ‘Hulley failed to answer direct questions about the ownership of Caprikat and Foxwhelp.’

Medea Development SA describes itself ‘a consulting, engineering and projects development Company with a proven track-record in the energy and mineral resources sector’. Founded in 1992, it is incorporated in Luxembourg, with offices in Switzerland and Italy. In a company release, Giuseppe Ciccarelli is described as the CEO of Medea Development. Ciccarelli told Reuters that he was authorised to speak for Caprikat and Foxwhelp.

Ciccarelli said the offshore companies are owned by a trust administered in Switzerland and are setting up a local company named Oil of Congo, a joint venture in which the two companies will have 85 percent and the state 15 percent. In an unusual arrangement, state oil company Cohydro has no stake in the deal.

Ciccarelli stated: ‘A trust started Caprikat and Foxwhelp... they are financial and industrial investors,’ continuing, ‘It is not the right time to say who the investors are’. Ciccarelli told Reuters that Marc Bonnant is the legal representative of the two companies and that he administers the trust. Notices are attached to the PSA, signing over power of attorney to Khulubuse Zuma for Caprikat and to South African lawyer Michael Hulley for Foxwhelp.

Ciccarelli also said that neither Khulubuse Zuma nor Hulley have shares in Caprikat or Foxwhelp. However, according to Bloomberg:

Giuseppe Ciccarelli, [Khulubuse] Zuma’s technical adviser, said Mvelaphanda was among a number of South African groups that are “interested” in the project.

“This does not mean that this group is involved in ownership,” Ciccarelli said by phone from Milan yesterday. “Zuma is the owner.”

Whilst the beneficial owners of both Foxwhelp and Caprikat remain unknown, a DRC government minister and the company operating the oil blocks on the ground have both confirmed to the Financial Times newspaper the involvement of Dan Gertler in both companies:

According to Mr Atama Tabe [Minister of Hydrocarbons] and other industry sources, one of the principal partners in Caprikat and Foxwhelp is Dan Gertler, an Israeli businessman who has built a reputation as one of Congo’s most prominent deal makers.

“... He is in the team of Caprikat,” Mr Atama Tabe told the FT of Mr Gertler. He added that he has met him in Congo’s capital Kinshasa and had asked the operators for progress reports.

Were Congo to take back the blocks, it could deal a hammer blow to what one investor called a “tried and tested formula” familiar to Mr Gertler – buying up assets in private and selling them on to larger more public companies at higher prices. “Anything marketable and flippable is a target,” said an oil company source.

Mr Atama Tabe says “stories left and right” about the blocks and their ownership may be deterring investors: “The majors are very sensitive – I know it – if big companies can’t work with partners and trust them.”

According to the Financial Times, ‘Giuseppe Ciccarelli, chief executive of Oil of DR Congo, which operates both blocks, confirmed Mr Gertler’s involvement in Caprikat and Foxwhelp’. In a release of 24 March 2014, the Fleurette Group confirmed that it entered ‘through Caprikat and Foxwhelp’ into the PSC with the DRC Government, establishing Oil of DR Congo as operator.
Gertler and the Fleurette Group have recently called for an open tender process for the allocation of oil rights in the DRC. Fleurette believes any Tender Process should be based on a competitive bidding system and that any tender must be public with transparent and clear pre-qualification and evaluation criteria.... Fleurette also believes that the ultimate beneficial owners of all hydrocarbons rights should be disclosed. It is clear that transparency is vital to give international investment community confidence in the regulatory environment. Fleurette notes that in the past the ultimate beneficial ownership of investments in the hydrocarbons sector has not been fully transparent and will support the government to bring in a regime where disclosure of beneficial ownership is compulsory.'

Given that Willcox was chief executive officer for AML UK – the joint venture created by Och-Ziff and its partners and in which Och-Ziff employees were directors – Och-Ziff is invited to clarify:

- Did Och-Ziff know that Willcox and a team from Mvelaphanda were giving ‘strategic advice’ to the signatory for Caprikat?
- Did Och-Ziff or any of its subsidiaries or entities it controls or through which it invests (including AML) have any knowledge of the Foxwhelp/Caprikat PSA?
- Has Och-Ziff ever discussed the Foxwhelp/Caprikat PSA with either Willcox or Mvela Resources or any other associated entity?
- Has Foxwhelp/Caprikat, either directly or indirectly, ever had access to Och-Ziff funds, either via AML or through any other vehicle?

**Concerns over the admission of Africa Oilfield Logistics Limited to AIM**

A new company, Africa Oilfield Logistics (‘AOL’), was admitted to the London Stock Exchange’s Alternative Investment Market (AIM) on 25 June 2013. According to the admission document, AOL’s directors include former directors of CAMEC:

- Andrew Groves, former Managing Director and Chief Executive of CAMEC
- Philippe Edmonds, former Chairman of CAMEC
- Andrew Burns, former director and Chief Financial Officer of CAMEC

Like CAMEC, AOL joined AIM as an investing company or ‘cash shell’ without assets. CAMEC only acquired its controversial DRC mining assets after joining AIM, thereby side-stepping the additional scrutiny of these assets at admission.

AOL’s nominated adviser (nomad) is Cantor Fitzgerald Europe. Cantor Fitzgerald began operating as a nomad through its acquisition in February 2013 of Seymour Pierce Limited. CAMEC’s nomad, responsible for advising CAMEC on compliance during its time on AIM, was Seymour Pierce. The Seymour Pierce team transferred to Cantor Fitzgerald. This team appears to include key personnel who advised CAMEC. Jonathan Wright, a former Head of Corporate Finance at Seymour Pierce and director at a number of Seymour Pierce entities, is now a director of AOL.

RAID wrote to the Exchange expressing concern over the circumstances of the admission of AOL, asking AIM Regulation to investigate and clarify:

- whether there was adequate consideration of the suitability and investigation into the background of AOL’s directors (AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers, AR2)
- whether there was adequate disclosure of the results of such due diligence in the admission document (AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers, AR4)
• whether the nomad properly assessed the appropriateness of AOL as an AIM company and liaised accordingly with the Exchange (AIM Rules for Nominated Advisers, Part Two, General Obligations, 14); and whether the nomad exercised due care in exercising responsibilities under its admission responsibilities (ibid., 16)

• whether the Exchange imposed any special conditions for admission under rule 9 of the AIM Rules for Companies

• the extent to which the Exchange considered whether the applicant’s admission was detrimental to the reputation of AIM and why the Exchange did not exercise its powers under rule 9 to refuse admission.

RAID’s concerns stem from the fact that its June 2011 complaint on the conduct of AIM-traded CAMEC and its nomad, Seymour Pierce Limited, was never publicly determined by the Exchange. Further, RAID published a follow-up paper in July 2013: unanswered questions on compliance remain on record, in the public domain and yet have not been addressed by former CAMEC personnel, the company’s nomad or the Exchange. The only sensible explanation is that the concerns raised are well founded.

The Exchange has taken no publicly acknowledged action in respect of CAMEC’s conduct, either at the time when instances of compliance arose or subsequently in the form of disciplinary action. Neither has it taken any public action against Seymour Pierce for compliance or otherwise in its role as CAMEC’s nomad: when the Exchange imposed in December 2011 a record £400,000 fine and public censure upon Seymour Pierce for breaches of nomad rules, the disciplinary notice did not consider the evidence presented in the CAMEC case and, furthermore, the consent order agreed with Seymour Pierce drew a line under Seymour Pierce’s past conduct, thereby appearing to exclude the possibility of a public determination of the acceptability or otherwise of its conduct as CAMEC’s adviser. RAID has objected to the fact that the Exchange chose to limit its disciplinary action to ‘illustrative’ cases, rather than to all instances of non-compliance; hence the extent of Seymour Pierce’s non-compliance is unknown.

The fact that the Exchange, by adopting an ‘illustrative’ approach to disciplinary action, has failed to determine the CAMEC case means that there is, of course, no formal disciplinary notice pertaining to CAMEC or even to Seymour Pierce as CAMEC’s nomad per se. Neither is there any official exoneration, if the Exchange believes that there has been full compliance. Under AIM rules, a company in its admission document is required to disclose ‘details of any public criticisms of such director by statutory or regulatory authorities’. There are no such disclosures in respect of AOL’s directors because the Exchange or other regulatory bodies have not publicly identified any wrong-doing. Yet the unanswered questions persist.

RAID sought to establish whether these outstanding questions of compliance concerning CAMEC whilst under the directorship of certain individuals, now at AOL, were considered by AIM before admitting AOL.

In response to RAID, AIM drew a distinction between ‘concerns... primarily based on the involvement of AOL’s directors and advisers with Central African Mining and Exploration Company Limited (“CAMEC”)’ and ‘information or evidence that relates specifically to the matters you raise in respect of AOL’. In RAID’s view, these matters are not distinct because the past record of AOL’s directors and advisers are matters that relate directly to AOL and its admission.

The ongoing inquiry by the UK Parliament’s Business, Innovation and Skills Committee into the Extractive Industries Sector included an evidence session on 26 November 2013. Ann McKechin MP put a question to David Lawton, Director of Markets, Financial Conduct Authority:

Ann McKechin: If someone made an allegation about a dodgy deal a company may have done a few years ago, for example, presumably you would be in contact with the sponsor
about whether or not that allegation could be satisfactorily answered, if it was in the public domain.

David Lawton: That is typically the sort of detailed conversation we would get into. In the context of the structure of our regime, sponsors have a critical role in selecting and promoting, or sponsoring – that is where the word comes from – companies for admission to the List. It is clearly an important part of their job and their reputation going forward that they bring companies to the List that they feel comfortable satisfy the criteria.

This exchange demonstrates the wider concern held by Committee members that public allegations require satisfactory answers before sponsors (in the case of the main market) or nomads (in the case of AIM) bring a company to market. This must surely include material about the prior conduct of a company’s directors and the compliance record of companies under their directorship.
Official silence and the wider context

It is difficult to pinpoint why there has been no official response to the concerns prompted by CAMEC’s Zimbabwean platinum deal and the associated transaction with Och-Ziff. A mixture of factors are undoubtedly at play: pursuing companies for past transactions now exposes the failure of the regulatory system at the time; there is a fear that unilateral enforcement cedes competitive advantage to other countries and markets; as sanctions against Zimbabwe are dismantled in the EU, there is a lack of political will to investigate prior incidents; and, in the US context, the authorities have been pursuing sanctions violations involving foreign banks and other regimes of greater significance for US foreign policy.

The 2013 Zimbabwean elections and the relaxation of EU sanctions

As a precursor to elections, Zimbabweans voted in March 2013 to approve a new constitution. On 25 March, the EU suspended sanctions against 81 individuals and 8 companies in recognition of the ‘peaceful, successful and credible’ nature of the vote, leaving 10 individuals (including Mugabe) and 2 entities on the list (one of them ZMDC, the state company at the heart of CAMEC’s 2008 platinum deal). Elections duly followed on 31 July 2013 and Mugabe was re-elected president with 61% of the vote. Mugabe’s Zanu-PF party won three-quarters of the seats in the National Assembly. The opposition MDC-T rejected the result, claiming that voters in its urban strongholds were left off the electoral roll.

The EU’s ambassador to South Africa had earlier been quoted in the press as stating that the EU would lift sanctions if Southern African Development Community (SADC) observers declared the elections as free and fair. SADC issued a preliminary report on 3 August describing the election as ‘free and peaceful’. On 18 August, even before the report from SADC observers was finalised, SADC used its summit communiqué to call for the lifting of sanctions against Zimbabwe. SADC presented a summary of its final report on 2 September, again referring to ‘free, peaceful and generally credible harmonized elections’, despite noting ‘highly polarized’ media and a ‘delay in issuing the voters roll on time’. However, SADC appears to have published neither the summary report nor the final full report on its official site, and MDC-T has contested the report’s status. Whilst an EU declaration of 21 August made reference to SADC and African Union assessments and described elections as ‘peaceful’, it stopped short of declaring them free. The EU reiterated its concern over ‘alleged irregularities and reports of incomplete participation’. Consequently, sanctions against a limited set of individuals and entities remained in force. However, in September 2013 the EU signalled a further relaxation in sanctions by removing ZMDC from the list.

It may be the case that the UK authorities are reluctant to investigate instances relating to entities that are no longer on the sanctions list. However, it should be noted that the British Foreign Secretary, William Hague, voiced ‘grave concerns over the conduct of the election’ and the UK remains one of the most prominent critics of the Mugabe regime.

Is it the case that, despite its condemnation of Mugabe and Zanu-PF, it is convenient for the UK to hide behind the EU’s dismantling of sanctions on Zimbabwe because that deflects attention from the failure of the authorities to act at the time?

Not only have entities implicated in the CAMEC transaction been dropped from the sanctions list, but over five years have elapsed since the platinum deal and the violence it funded. Five years is not a long time for those tortured in the aftermath of the 2008 elections or for those who lost
loved ones or lost their homes. Moreover, recent enforcement action in the US deals with instances from that time, albeit concerning other targeted countries (see below).

**Enforcement of sanctions in the US: actions against prominent banks**

The US, in contrast to the EU, did not significantly reduce the scope of sanctions against Zimbabwe over the course of 2013, despite the new constitution and July elections. Reacting to the vote, US Secretary of State John Kerry described the 2013 election as ‘deeply flawed’. Mugabe, other senior Zanu-PF officials, ZMDC and Rautenbach – all associated with the CAMEC platinum deal and/or benefitting from the Och-Ziff loan to the Mugabe regime via CAMEC – remained designated on the US sanctions list throughout 2013. However, on 17 April 2014, Rautenbach was removed from the list. It may be that political will in the US to investigate and pursue violations in respect of sanctions against Zimbabwe is tempered by the moves of its European counterparts to relax sanctions.

The US authorities have been preoccupied pursuing sanctions and money laundering cases against foreign banks (see box, Enforcement and the banks). It is pertinent to note that the action taken relates to banks headquartered outside the US, even if they have US subsidiaries. Furthermore, the sanctions programmes relate to countries other than Zimbabwe, of perhaps greater importance in US foreign policy. However, the magnitude of the money processed in the case of The Royal Bank of Scotland and Standard Chartered is actually smaller than the amount ($100 million) loaned by CAMEC to the Mugabe regime. This $100 million originated with Och-Ziff: hence RAID’s call for a determination by OFAC as to whether Och-Ziffs transaction with CAMEC falls under the Zimbabwe sanctions program. Enforcement action by the US authorities against the banks relates to events dating back to 2001 (in the case of Standard Chartered), 2004 (in the case of HSBC) and 2005 (in the case of The Royal Bank of Scotland). The time elapsed since the transactions and events in Zimbabwe would not therefore appear to be a significant obstacle.

---

**Enforcement and the banks**

In December 2013, The Royal Bank of Scotland plc (“RBS”) agreed to pay OFAC $33 million for apparent violations of sanctions concerning Cuba, Burma, Sudan and Iran. OFAC determined that the violations, which involved the processing of wire transfers totalling $34 million, were egregious. The payment to OFAC was part of a wider $100 million settlement with other US authorities. A year previously, OFAC had reached a $132 million settlement with Standard Chartered Bank for apparent violations of multiple sanctions programs (Burma, Iran Libya, and Sudan) through the processing wire transfers worth $133 million. The settlements reached with The Royal Bank of Scotland and Standard Chartered are, however, dwarfed by the total $1.9 billion ‘deferred prosecution agreement’ reached with HSBC Holdings plc, for permitting narcotics traffickers to launder hundreds of millions of dollars through the bank. The total agreement included a $375 million settlement with OFAC. HSBC admitted conducting transactions on behalf of customers in Cuba, Iran, Libya, Sudan and Burma, all countries subject to US sanctions.
Concluding observations and a call for action

Financial sanctions and corrupt practices

An acquisition and a company referred to in this report – ENRC’s Camrose transaction and CAMEC – have been identified, respectively, in relation to ‘allegations of fraud, bribery and corruption’ and ‘possible breaches of financial sanctions’.

Given that Och-Ziff has made investments – either directly or through affiliates – with both Camrose and CAMEC, the nature of these investments should be further clarified.

As noted, ENRC filed a Suspicious Activity Report with SOCA on that part of the Camrose transaction concerning the Highwind Group. Moreover, the leaked letter from the law firm Dechert indicated that the law firm had been reviewing, inter alia: ‘Camrose Resources Limited - where information to be reported included evidence that documents had been falsified, the CFO of ENRC plc (and her team) had been misled, and the that USD35m had been misappropriated; Camec - sanctions - where evidence of possible breaches of financial sanctions by senior executives and employees was to be presented.’ The SFO has since launched a criminal investigation into ENRC focusing upon ‘allegations of fraud, bribery and corruption relating to the activities of the company or its subsidiaries in Kazakhstan and Africa’.

Och-Ziff’s joint venture vehicle, Africa Management Limited, is referenced in Camrose’s amended company records as an affiliate of Vipar, which had lent money to Camrose. Och-Ziff invested directly in CAMEC within weeks of the latter’s transaction to acquire platinum assets in Zimbabwe and to make a loan to the Mugabe regime. Och-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC is registered in the US and listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Africa Management (UK) Limited is UK registered.

A recent report in the Financial Times, referring to the SFO criminal investigation into ENRC, states: ‘Potentially a bigger problem for the company [ENRC] could be the involvement of the US authorities, which can make use of the sweeping US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and sanctions legislation if a company or individuals have a link to the US..... Felix Vulis, the current chief executive, and Victor Hanna, who headed its African operations at the time of the alleged wrongdoing, hold US passports. Both have instructed US law firms, although neither faces any formal allegations.’

RAID has already submitted information to the SFO. RAID has now submitted copies of current and previous reports to the FCPA Coordinator at the US Department of Justice.

The US authorities

RAID asks OFAC to respond to RAID’s concerns by reporting back on whether it has, or intends, to investigate and determine whether US sanctions were engaged in respect of Och-Ziff’s role in relation to CAMEC’s transaction to acquire its Zimbabwean platinum assets.

RAID asks the Department of Justice to acknowledge receipt of the materials that RAID has provided and to report back on whether it has, or intends, to investigate and determine whether any transactions that concern individuals or entities linked to the US engage the FCPA.

The Securities and Exchange Commission, as the primary overseer and regulator of the US securities markets, has been sent a copy of RAID’s reports that refer to Och-Ziff. RAID asks the regulator to assess whether Och-Ziff’s conduct is in accordance with market rules and the maintenance of market integrity.
The UK authorities

The UK authorities continue to resist providing information on the implementation of sanctions and the licensing of transactions, both in relation to CAMEC’s acquisition of its Zimbabwean platinum assets and the later acquisition by ENRC of CAMEC shares. RAID has sought this information through a Freedom of Information request and is currently pursuing a complaint about HM Treasury’s withholding of information with the Information Commissioner. RAID also calls upon the UK authorities to investigate these transactions under the sanctions regime in force at the time.

RAID has made a recommendation to the UK Parliament’s Business, Innovation and Skills Committee into the Extractive Industries Sector that it call the Head of Aim Regulation to an evidence session. This would allow the Committee to question how the Exchange has dealt with unanswered questions in the public domain concerning compliance by CAMEC and its nomad; and the degree to which such outstanding questions of compliance concerning CAMEC whilst under the directorship of certain individuals, now at AOL, were considered by AIM before admitting AOL.

RAID awaits the outcome of the SFO investigation into ENRC. RAID has submitted a copy of the current report to the SFO. RAID asks the SFO to determine whether there are grounds for an investigation into any other UK registered entities identified in the report.

The company

Unanswered questions remain in respect of Och-Ziff’s role in providing investment finance in both the CAMEC Zimbabwe transaction and in transactions across Africa through the AML joint venture or affiliates, including Vipar’s investment in Camrose. Questions also relate to whether or not Och-Ziff made direct or indirect investments in mining and oil deals struck by its partners in AML in, respectively, Guinea and DRC. RAID asks Och-Ziff to respond to all the questions raised throughout this briefing in order to clarify its position and provide much-needed transparency.

The pension funds

In the absence of a response, RAID renews its call to the major US pension funds: to confirm, account for and review their past and present investments through Och-Ziff; to establish the extent to which they have already sought or will be seeking clarification from Och-Ziff about its payment to CAMEC; and publicly to assess whether any such investments were and remain consistent with their investment policies.

Moreover, in the case of CalPERS – while RAID appreciates its raising initial questions with Och-Ziff – it is important that it pursue the further set of questions prompted by Och-Ziff’s response. The account that Och-Ziff has provided to CalPERS raises more questions than it answers.
October 11, 2013

Patricia Feeney
Executive Director
Rights and Accountability in Development Limited (RAID)
1 Blandon Close
Oxford, UK OX2 8AD

Dear Ms. Feeney:

Thank you for your letter of July 19, 2013, which we have shared with Och-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC (Och-Ziff). Attached is their response, which we have explained we will forward to you.

CalPERS expects companies to conduct themselves with propriety and with a view towards responsible corporate conduct, as state in our Global Principles of Accountable Corporate Governance.1

If you have further questions please do contact either me or Bill McGrew at (916) 795-2431.

Sincerely,

ANNE SIMPSON
Senior Portfolio Manager
Investments
Director of Global Governance

Attached: Och-Ziff response letter

cc: Bill McGrew, Portfolio Manager – CalPERS
    Jeffrey C. Blockinger – Och-Ziff Capital Management Group

September 4, 2013

Anne Simpson
Senior Portfolio Manager
Director for Corporate Governance
California Public Employees Retirement System
Lincoln Plaza North
400 Q Street
Sacramento, CA 95811

Dear Anne:

I write in response to your inquiry concerning an investment by Och-Ziff funds in Central African Mining and Exploration Company plc (CAMEC). CAMEC was a publicly traded mining company listed on the AIM in London. In 2008, Och-Ziff funds, along with other major financial institutions purchased shares of the public company in a private placement. CAMEC stated that the proceeds were to be used to fund existing company assets and operations in Democratic Republic of the Congo. The Och-Ziff funds had no control over the company, its operations or use of proceeds. The Och-Ziff funds sold the investment in 2009.

Due to the relative size of its investment in CAMEC Och-Ziff was required to make a routine notice filing in connection with the purchase. Och-Ziff complied with its filing obligations in connection with the investment by providing the relevant filing to the company. Under U.K. law, the company has the obligation to submit the filing to the relevant U.K. regulator. As a passive shareholder of CAMEC for a limited time, Och-Ziff is not aware of information that validates the claim that CAMEC provided funds to the Mugabe regime. Furthermore, Och-Ziff is not aware, and does not believe, that any employee knew that CAMEC intended to provide funds raised from the offering to the regime of Robert Mugabe, even assuming such allegation is true. Och-Ziff has no business interests in Zimbabwe or relationship with the Mugabe regime.

The allegations against Och-Ziff in the report that you received are simply false and we dispute them. Och-Ziff is aware of no evidence that its investment in CAMEC violated any sanctions, laws or statutes overseen by OFAC. Och-Ziff acted appropriately and ethically in connection with the CAMEC investment. Och-Ziff’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics requires all Company directors, officers, partners and employees to comply with the applicable laws and regulations governing the Company’s business around the world. While Och-Ziff does not maintain a separate social responsibility policy, Company policy still requires that it conduct business in a manner consistent with the highest standards of integrity and would take into account a third party’s reputation regarding human rights where such issues are identified.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey C. Blockinger
Chief Legal Officer
Och-Ziff Capital Management Group
9 West 57th Street, 13th Floor
New York, NY 10019
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the
Southern District of New York

Furnekotter et al.

v.

Republic of Zimbabwe

Civil Action No. 09-cv-8168 (CM)

(SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION, OR OBJECTS OR TO PERMIT INSPECTION OF PREMISES IN A CIVIL ACTION

To:

Ooh-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC
5 West 57th Street, 39th Floor, New York, New York 10019

Production: YOU ARE COMMANDED to produce at the time, date, and place set forth below the following documents, electronically stored information, or objects, and permit their inspection, copying, testing, or sampling of the material: See attached Schedule A.

Place: Miller & Wrubel P.C., 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10022

Date and Time: 05/28/2013 5:00 pm

Inspection of Premises: YOU ARE COMMANDED to permit entry onto the designated premises, land, or other property possessed or controlled by you at the time, date, and location set forth below, so that the requesting party may inspect, measure, survey, photograph, test, or sample the property or any designated object or operation on it.

Place: __________________________ Date and Time: __________________________

The provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(c), relating to your protection as a person subject to a subpoena, and Rule 45 (d) and (e), relating to your duty to respond to this subpoena and the potential consequences of not doing so, are attached.

Date: 05/28/2013

CLERK OF COURT

Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk

OR

Attorney's signature

The name, address, e-mail, and telephone number of the attorney representing (name of party) Plaintiff(s)/judgment creditors, who issues or requests this subpoena, are:

Charles R. Jacob III, Miller & Wrubel P.C., 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10022
(212) 336-3584 cjacob@mwr-law.com
SCHEDULE A

Definitions

1. The Uniform Definitions in Discovery Requests contained in Local Rule 26.3 of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York are deemed incorporated by reference into this discovery request by operation of that Rule. Please take note that pursuant to Local Rule 26.3 the term “Document” includes “documents or electronically stored information,” and the term “Communication” means “the transmittal of information (in the form of facts, ideas, inquiries or otherwise)” however recorded. Please refer to Local Rule 26.3 for further definitions and rules of construction.

2. “You” or “Your” means Och-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC, its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, including (without limitation) OZ Management, LP, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.

3. “Capital Group” means The Capital Group Companies, Inc., its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.

4. “CAMEC” means the entity formerly known as Central African Mining and Exploration Company Plc, its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.
5. "The 2008 Private Placement" means the 2008 private placement of shares by CAMEC by which You acquired certain shares of CAMEC.

6. "ENRC" means Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation PLC, its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.

7. "Meryweather" means Meryweather Investments Limited, its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.

8. "Lefever" means Lefever Finance Limited, its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.

9. "Todal" means Todal Mining (Private) Limited, its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.

10. "ZMDC" means the Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation, its agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, affiliates, subsidiaries, predecessors, successors, alter-egos, and assigns, and all other Persons acting or purporting to act for or on its behalf, whether or not authorized to do so, wherever located.

11. "Zimbabwe" means the Republic of Zimbabwe, any department, agency, instrumentality or official of the Republic of Zimbabwe, or of the political party known as
ZANU-PF (including but not limited to Robert Mugabe), and any agents, instrumentalities, employees, attorneys, representatives, or alter-egos of the Republic of Zimbabwe.

12. **“Bokai Mine”** means the platinum mine located in the Republic of Zimbabwe also known as the Great Dyke platinum mine.


**Instructions**

1. A Document is deemed to be in Your actual or constructive possession, custody or control if it is in Your physical custody or if it is in the physical custody of any other Person and You (a) have a right, by control, contract, statute, order or otherwise, to use inspect, examine or copy such Documents on any terms; (b) have an understanding, express or implied, that You may use, inspect, examine or copy such Documents upon any terms; or (c) have, as a practical matter, been able to use, inspect, examine or copy such Document when You sought to do so. Such other Persons include record retention vendors, and technology, data, or other 3rd party information technology, cloud or other service providers, as well as employees, experts, consultants, independent contractor and similar persons.

2. Electronically stored information ("ESI") should be produced in the native form in which it is regularly maintained or a format agreed upon with the party serving this subpoena, along with relevant database schema and textual descriptions sufficient to understand how to interpret the data produced. Database schema and textual descriptions include, for example: system and user manuals, record layouts, entity relationship diagrams, and lookup tables for keys and codes.
3. If production in native format is impossible or impracticable, ESI may be produced in non-proprietary format, such as such as .xls, .csv, .jpg, .tif, or .pdf, or other agreed upon format, at the highest resolution available along with the metadata normally contained within such Documents.

4. Documents in large or complex formats, such as large Excel-format spreadsheets or accounting databases, for which non-proprietary format imaging would alter the presentation of the data, should be produced in their native format.

5. For each data file provided, You should separately provide a control file reflecting the search protocol utilized to obtain such data file.

6. ESI should not be produced in a form that removes or significantly degrades the ability to search the ESI by electronic means where the ESI is ordinarily maintained in a way that makes it searchable by electronic means.

7. ESI may be transmitted in an encrypted container. Decryption keys should be provided separately at the time the data is produced.

8. If You decline to search or produce ESI on the ground that such ESI is not reasonably accessible because of undue burden or cost, identify such information by category or source and provide detailed information regarding the burden of cost You claim is associated with the search or production of such ESI.

9. Documents, other than ESI, shall be produced as they are kept in the usual course of business.

10. If any requested Document is not or cannot be produced in full, You are requested to produce such Document to the extent possible, indicating which Document, or portion of that Document is being withheld, and the reason that portion of the Document is being withheld.
11. In producing Documents, You are requested to produce each Document requested together with all non-identical copies and drafts of that Document.

12. In the event that any of the Documents requested herein have been lost or destroyed, You shall: (a) furnish a list identifying each such Document; (b) identify each person to whom copies of the Documents were furnished or to whom the contents thereof were communicated; (c) provide the date upon which the Document was lost or destroyed; and (d) if destroyed, state the reason the Document was destroyed.

13. If a privilege is claimed as the basis for objection to producing any Document, You shall: (a) state the nature of the privilege claimed; (b) state the date of such Document; (c) identify the person who prepared such Document; (d) identify the person(s) to whom the Document was directed or circulated; (e) identify the person(s) who has custody of such Document or a copy of such Document; (f) state any and all facts and reasons that You claim support each objection; (g) state the reason(s) for the preparation of the Document; (h) identify each person(s) who has knowledge of any of the facts or reasons that You claim support such objection; and (i) provide all information relating thereto which is not within the scope of the privilege claimed.

14. This request shall be deemed continuing so as to require further and supplemental production if any additional Documents responsive to this request come into Your possession, custody or control (as defined above).

**Documents You Are Required To Produce**

1. All Documents and Communications concerning Your acquisition of CAMEC shares in the 2008 Private Placement.
2. Documents sufficient to identify all personnel, whether currently or formerly employed by You, who participated in evaluating, analyzing or approving Your investment in the 2008 Private Placement.

3. All Documents and Communications concerning the acquisition by Capital Group of CAMEC shares in the 2008 Private Placement.

4. All Documents and Communications concerning the acquisition of CAMEC by ENRC.

5. All Documents and Communications concerning the role of each of the following in the 2008 Private Placement:
   a. Merryweather;
   b. Lefever;
   c. Todai;
   d. ZMDC; and
   e. Zimbabwe.

6. All Documents and Communications concerning the actual or intended use or the final or intermediate disposition of funds raised by CAMEC in the 2008 Private Placement, including (but not limited to) a use by or transfer to or by:
   a. You;
   b. Merryweather;
   c. Lefever;
   d. Todai;
   e. ZMDC; or
   f. Zimbabwe.
7. All Documents and Communications concerning each actual or intended transfer or loan of funds to Zimbabwe by CAMEC, Meryweather, Lefever or Todai.

8. Documents sufficient to identify all banks or other financial institutions through which any withdrawal, deposit or transfer of funds related to the 2008 Private Placement was made or intended or planned to be made.

9. All Documents and Communications concerning any filing or possible filing with any regulatory authority in the United States or the United Kingdom, including but not limited to the London Stock Exchange, related to Your acquisition of CAMEC shares in the 2008 Private Placement.

10. All Documents and Communications concerning the United States Office of Foreign Asset Control with respect to the 2008 Private Placement, Zimbabwe or the Sanctions.

11. All Documents and Communications from January 1, 2008 to the present concerning:
   
a. Zimbabwe;
   b. Muller Conrad “Billy” Rautenbach;
   c. James Ramsay;
   d. Phillipe Henri Edmonds;
   e. Andrew Groves;
   f. Philip Enoch;
   g. Meryweather;
   h. Lefever;
   i. Todai;
   j. CAMEC;
k. ENRC;
l. Bokai;
m. Sanctions;
n. The Movement for Democratic Change in Zimbabwe;
o. The 2008 Presidential election in Zimbabwe.
Notes


3 RAID’s original request for information was made on 6 July 2011; we sent a follow-up letter to this request on 30 November 2011; and, on 27 July 2012, RAID sent the AFU a copy of its public report Asset laundering and AIM: Congo, corporate misconduct and the market value of human rights, which re-framed the original questions put to the AFU. In May 2013, RAID raised with the Treasury the concern that its original enquiries should have been treated as Freedom of Information requests. After refusing to release information in July 2013, the Treasury conducted an internal review before maintaining its refusal in November 2013.

4 Letter from Miller Wrubel (Counsel to Funnekotter et al.) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, United States District Court, Southern District of New York, 3 October 2013 and attached Exhibits, Case 1:09-cv-08168-CM-RLE, Document 45.

5 Letter from Gibson Dunn (Counsel to Och-Ziff) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, United States District Court, Southern District of New York, 8 October 2013, Case 1:09-cv-08168-CM-RLE, Document 47, fn 1.


7 Rautenbach remained designated under US sanctions until 17 April 2014, when he was removed from the list by OFAC, just prior to publication of RAID’s update.

8 Bernardus Henricus Funnekotter and others v. Republic of Zimbabwe (ICSID Case No. ARB/05/6).

9 Funnekotter et al. v. Republic of Zimbabwe, United States District Court, Southern District of New York, Case 1:09-cv-08168-CM-RLE. Och-Ziff was ordered to produce ‘core documents relating to Och-Ziff’s investment in CAMEC’. See Order, Funnekotter et al. v. Republic of Zimbabwe, Case 1:09-cv-08168-CM-RLE, 23 September 2013, Document 44. The original subpoena seeking disclosure by Och-Ziff was filed on 29 May 2013; see Subpoena to Produce Documents, Information, or Objects or to Permit Inspection of Premises in a Civil Action, Funnekotter et al. v. Republic of Zimbabwe, Civil Action No. 09-cv-08168 (CM), addressed to Och-Ziff Capital Management Group LLC, 29 May 2013. The subpoena is reproduced in Letter from Miller Wrubel (Counsel to Funnekotter et al.) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, 10 January 2014 and attached Subpoena and (Proposed) Order Compelling Production, Case 1:09-cv-08168-CM-RLE, Document 62. The initial Order was limited to core documents until a protective order stipulating confidentiality (subsequently agreed) was in place. The plaintiffs are seeking documents relating to all their requests under the original subpoena: “The ‘core document’ production was an interim means of facilitating the parties’ further discussions while no confidentiality order was in place…. Now that the Confidentiality Order has been agreed, Och-Ziff should immediately commence its full production of all remaining documents, but it is not doing so.” (Letter from Miller Wrubel (Counsel to Funnekotter et al.) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, 3 October 2013, Document 45, op. cit.).

10 Letter from Miller Wrubel (Counsel to Funnekotter et al.) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, 3 October 2013, Document 45, op. cit.

11 Ibid., Exhibit 1, e-mail from vanja.baros@ozcap.com, ‘Fw: New spreadsheet of Tugai project’, 4 August 2008, forwarding e-mail from Rodrigo Del Fierro, rdelfierro@nrg-fund.com, ‘New spreadsheet of Tugai project’, 4 August 2008, with attachment (inter alia) CAMEC_VB_20080722.xls; Exhibit 2, copy of attached spreadsheet CAMEC_VB_20080722.xls (also labelled ‘OZF00013479’).’

12 Letter from Gibson Dunn (Counsel to Och-Ziff) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, 8 October 2013, Document 47, op. cit.

13 The question of Meryweather’s links to Rautenbach is discussed in RAID, Questions of Compliance: The Conduct of the Central African Mining & Exploration Company (CAMEC) plc and its Nominated Adviser, Seymour Pierce, Submission to AIM Regulation, May 2011, p. 46.

14 Letter from Miller Wrubel (Counsel to Funnekotter et al.) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, 3 October 2013, Document 45.
The success of our business depends on the efforts, judgment and personal reputations of our key partners, particularly our founder, Daniel Och, and other members of our senior management team, including... Michael Cohen.... Our key partners’ reputations, expertise in investing, relationships with investors in our funds and relationships with third parties on whom our funds depend for investment opportunities and financing are each critical elements in operating and expanding our business... Accordingly, the retention of our key partners is crucial to our success’. See Och-Ziff Capital Management Group, Prospectus, 13 November 2007, ‘The loss of services of any of our key partners’, p. 37, available at: <http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1403256/000109312507248245/d4234b4.htm>.


Ibid.

Ibid.


36 Africa Management is referred to in the Memorandum of Association of Camrose Resources: ‘Africa Management Limited, a company incorporated in Guernsey with registered number 47651 and whose registered office is at Ogier House, St Julian’s Avenue, St. Peter Port.’ (See Memorandum and Articles of Association of Camrose Resources Limited, Incorporated 9 October 2006, Amendment registered in this 20th day of November 2008, Memorandum of Association, 10 Definitions and Interpretation, 10.1, “Africa Management Limited”). Camrose is a mining company at the centre of a number of highly controversial deals (see pp. 11 et seq.) in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.


40 Company number 1997/021524/07, incorporated in South Africa, 12 October 1997. See <http://www.cipro.co.za/ccc/EntDet.asp?T1=%DD%47%2C%8C%57%C0%1E%BE%13%BD%38%8A%BF%AD%22&T2=MVELAPHANDA%20HOLDINGS>.


43 Ibid.

44 A notice announcing Cohen’s appointment was filed on 24 October 2007 and one terminating his directorship was filed on 21 August 2012. See Companies House, WebCHeck for Africa Management (UK) Limited, respectively forms 288a and TM01, accessed 21 January 2014.

45 A notice announcing Baros’s appointment was filed on 23 December 2007 and one terminating Baros’s directorship was filed on 21 August 2012. See Companies House, WebCHeck for Africa Management (UK) Limited, respectively forms 288a and TM01, accessed 21 January 2014.


47 See note 11.

48 Letter from Miller Wrubel (Counsel to Funnekotter et al.) to Judge Ronald L. Ellis, 3 October 2013, Document 45, op. cit.


A regulatory news release indicates that the 50.5% of Camrose bought by ENRC on 20 August 2010 was owned by ‘Silvertide Global Limited, Zanette Limited and Cerida Global Limited (‘Cerida’) which are held by the Gertler Family Trust’ (see ENRC plc, RNS 492R, 20 August 2010, ‘Acquisition of 50.5% of the Shares of Camrose Resources Limited’, available at: <http://www.enrc.com/ru/regulatory_news_article/2002>). Fleurette confirms that it sold the remaining 49.5% of Camrose to ENRC in December 2012 (see Fleurette Properties Limited, Press Release, ‘Sale of 49.5% interest in Camrose Resources Limited’, 7 December 2012, available at: <http://fleurettegroup.com/press-releases/sale-of-49-5-interest-in-camrose-resources-limited-and-outstanding-minorities-in-la-congolaise-des-mines-et-de-developement-sprl>). In a circular detailing the conclusion of its purchase of Camrose, ENRC confirms at i. Proposed transaction and General Meeting, p. 2: ‘The remaining 49.5 percent. of the share capital of Camrose (the “Camrose Minority Shares”) was, and as at the date of this document continues to be, held by Cerida, a private company incorporated in the British Virgin Islands that is indirectly and wholly owned by Fleurette, a company incorporated in Gibraltar and whose entire issued share capital is, in turn, indirectly and wholly owned by a discretionary trust for the benefit of the wife and children of Mr. Dan Gertler. Mr. Gertler is an adviser of this trust, Fleurette and its subsidiaries.’; at p. 9. Silvertide Global Limited and Zanette Limited are described as ‘private companies indirectly and wholly owned by Fleurette’. (See ENRC plc, 7 December 2012, Circular to ENRC Shareholders and Notice General Annual Meeting, ‘Acquisition of shares in Camrose Resources Limited and certain subsidiaries’).


Ibid., p. 56.


Ibid.

Africa Progress Panel, Africa Progress Report 2013: Equity in Extractives, p. 56.

Ibid., Box 9, p. 58.

Camrose Resources Limited, BVI company number: 1055983, incorporated in the British Virgin Islands on 9 October 2006.


Memorandum of and Articles of Association of Camrose Resources Limited, amended 20 November 2008, op. cit., Memorandum of Association, 10.1: “Shareholders Agreement” means the shareholders’ deed entered into between Vipar the Shareholders, the Parent [Line Trust Corporation Limited] and the Company [Camrose] on 23 July 2007; “Business Plan” business plan for the Group in respect of the 3 year period commencing on the 23 July 2008, as agreed between Vipar and the Fleurette Shareholders’ Representative in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5 of Schedule 6 of the Shareholders Agreement’. See also ibid., Articles of Association, 18.11: ‘Until it becomes a Shareholder, Vipar shall have the right to appoint and remove one observer to the board.’
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undertaking or the acquisition of any share capital or other securities of a Company's interests, directly or indirectly, in any Group Company; (bb) the charge or other security over any assets or property of any Group Company; (x) the disposal of or dilution of the total price per transaction of more than $250,000; (v) the sale or disposition by any Group Company of any fixed assets for a total cost (per contract or commitment not provided for in the Budget under which any Group Company may incur costs of $250,000 or more...; (u) the acquisition by any Group Company of any assets or property at a total cost (per contract) of more than $250,000; (w) the borrowing of any amount, or the creation of any charge or other security over any assets or property of any Group Company; (x) the disposal of or dilution of the Company's interests, directly or indirectly, in any Group Company; (bb) the incorporation of a new subsidiary undertaking or the acquisition of any share capital or other securities of any body corporate. 

Elsewhere in Camrose's Articles of Association, a Shareholders' Agreement dated 23 July 2008 is referred to: see Article 28 Transfers of Shares, 28.7.

See the statement to be carried by each share certificate, reproduced in Camrose's Articles of Association, 28.7. The statement continues: [The Shareholders' Agreement was] 'made between Zanette Ltd., Cerida Global Limited, Silvertide Global Ltd., Vipar Investments Limited, Line Trust Corporation Limited and Camrose Resources Limited.'

According to Camrose's Memorandum of Association: "Shareholders" means (i), Zanette, Cerida and Silvertide and, after the issue of Conversion Shares, Vipar..." and "Conversion Notice Date" shall have the meaning given to it in the Shareholders Agreement,' and "Conversion Shares" shall have the meaning given to it in the Shareholders Agreement'. See Camrose's Memorandum of Association, 10 Definitions and Interpretation, 10.1, respectively, p. 8 and p. 6.

(a) Upon becoming a Shareholder, Vipar may appoint a director for each 25 percent of the aggregate total number of shares held by it... (b) If Vipar holds less than 25 percent, but more than 10 percent, of the aggregate total number of shares, Vipar may still appoint 1 director... (Camrose's Articles of Association, 13.1, p. 8). "Vipar Director" means a director appointed by Vipar in accordance with the Articles and "Vipar Directors" shall be construed accordingly' (Camrose's Memorandum of Association, 10.1, p. 8).

The voting rights of Vipar Directors (if appointed) are set out under Camrose's Articles of Association, 18 Proceedings of Directors, pp. 14–15.

See Camrose's Articles of Association, 27.1 (t) the adoption and amendment to any Budget. According to Camrose's Memorandum of Association, 10.1: "Budget" means the budget for the Group approved from time to time by the Fleurette Shareholders' Representative and, for the period after Vipar becomes a Shareholder, Vipar'.

Once it has become a Shareholder, Vipar's agreement is required for the transfer of shares, as set out in section 28 Transfers of Shares. The conditions governing Vipar's right to sell, transfer, dispose or grant an interest in any of its shares to an Affiliate of Vipar are also set out (28.1(c)). There are also clauses (28.1(e)(i), (ii)) warranting that any Fleurette Shareholder will not transfer shares to the Parent [Line Trust Corporation limited] or any beneficiary of the Ashdale Settlement or to entities party to any arrangements with Line Trust or Ashdale. Presumably, this is to prevent Gertler-controlled entities acting in concert. Section 29 Right of First Offer, gives Fleurette and Vipar (subject to it becoming a Shareholder) the right to purchase (during a 30 day period) any shares the other puts up for sale. (See Camrose's Articles of Association, 29.1).

According to the Camrose's Articles of Association, 27.1: 'Following Vipar becoming a Shareholder, the Shareholders shall procure, as far as they can, that no action is taken or resolution passed by the Company or any Group Company in respect of the following matters or their equivalent in the case of a Group Company ("Shareholder Reserved Matters"), without the prior written consent of each of Vipar and the Fleurette Shareholders' Representative: [inter alia] (a) any change to the Memorandum and Articles or the articles of association of any Group Company; (b) the appointment and removal of the Auditors; (d) the adoption of the Audited Accounts; (g) the adoption of and any amendment to the Business Plan; (h) any change in the share capital or the creation, allotment or issue of any shares or of any other security or the grant of any option or rights to subscribe for or to convert any instrument into such shares or securities; (i) any reduction of the share capital or variation of the rights attaching to any class of shares...; (j) the entry into of any joint venture, partnership, consortium...; (k) any investment (whether by way of debt or equity) in a Group Company by an entity other than Vipar, an Affiliate of Vipar or any Fleurette Shareholder; (l) the appointment, removal and conditions of employment of the Company secretary or any director or senior executive of any Group Company;... (m) the appointment, discharge, remuneration and conditions of employment of any employee earning $100,000 or more each year; (o) the sale of any Group Company or any consolidation or amalgamation with any other company; (p) the cessation of any business operation; (q) any material change to the nature or geographical area of the Business...; (r) the adoption of and amendment to any Budget; (s) the entry into of any contract or commitment not provided for in the Budget under which any Group Company may incur costs of $250,000 or more...; (u) the acquisition by any Group Company of any assets or property at a total cost (per transaction) of more than $250,000; (v) the sale or disposition by any Group Company of any fixed assets for a total price per transaction of more than $250,000; (w) the borrowing of any amount, or the creation of any charge or other security over any assets or property of any Group Company; (x) the disposal of or dilution of the Company's interests, directly or indirectly, in any Group Company; (bb) the incorporation of a new subsidiary undertaking or the acquisition of any share capital or other securities of any body corporate.'
See ENRC plc, 7 December 2012, Circular to ENRC Shareholders, op. cit., 1, p. 10; also Camrose’s Memorandum, of Association, 10 Definitions and Interpretation, 10.1, p. 6: ‘Cerida means Cerida Global Limited, a company incorporated under the laws of the British Virgin Islands with registered number 108804 and whose registered office is at PO Box 438, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands.’

ENRC plc, 7 December 2012, Circular to ENRC Shareholders, op. cit., 7(b), p. 10: The Company [ENRC] understands that Camrose entered into a loan for US$124 million with Vipar on 16 April 2008 primarily to finance Camrose’s acquisition of its interest in Africo. As part of the transaction whereby ENRC Congo BV acquired 50.5 percent. of the issued shares of Camrose on 20 August 2010, Camrose’s loan agreement with Vipar was novated to Cerida for the amount outstanding under that loan facility of US$853 million (which comprised principal plus capitalised interest which had accrued on the original Vipar loan) and a back to back loan agreement for the same amount was entered into on the same date by Cerida and Camrose (the “Camrose Loan”).

Ibid., pp. 10–11: ‘Separately, pursuant to a guarantee agreement entered into by ENRC NV and Vipar also on 20 August 2010, ENRC NV guaranteed the repayment of the Cerida Loan to Vipar.’

Ibid., p. 11: ‘To finance the repayment of the Camrose Loan, US$60 million of the US$400 million shareholder loan facility granted by ENRC Congo BV to Camrose (the “ENRC Loan”) had been earmarked for this purpose.’

Ibid., p. 11: ‘however the final amount due under the Cerida Loan including interest amounted to US$60,077,302 (further details regarding the ENRC Loan are provided in paragraph 4 (p) of Part V of this document). Under the terms of the ENRC Loan, when a relevant advance was requested by Camrose, the money lent by ENRC Congo BV to Camrose was required to be paid directly to Vipar, on Cerida’s behalf, by way of repayment of the Cerida Loan. Accordingly, on 20 August 2012, US$60,077,302 was drawn down under the ENRC Loan (ENRC NV providing the relevant funds on behalf of ENRC Congo BV), and paid directly to Vipar in satisfaction of the Cerida Loan, as a result of which the Cerida Loan and the Camrose Loan were terminated and the guarantee given by ENRC NV in favour of Vipar was terminated and released.’ Paragraph 4(b) of Part V, as referred to, reads: ‘As part of the transaction [ENRC’s original 2010 purchase of Camrose shares], ENRC Congo BV provided Camrose with a US$400 million shareholder loan facility pursuant to a loan agreement dated 20 August 2010 (the “ENRC Loan”).’

Camrose’s Memorandum of Association, 10.1, pp. 8–9.

There are other references to the possibility of shares held by affiliates. See, for example, Camrose’s Articles of Association, article 29 Right of First Offer, 29.1: ‘and, in respect of Vipar only, any shares held by its Affiliates’; article 30 Drag along rights, 30.2: ‘each share held by Vipar (or by an Affiliate of Vipar).’

Camrose’s Articles of Association, article 30 Drag along rights, in the circumstance where any Shareholders (including Fleurette) transfer all their shares to a bona fide third party and serve a compulsory purchase notice on the Remaining shareholder, appears to guarantee that the consideration paid for each share held by Vipar (or by an Affiliate of Vipar) shall be sufficient to ensure that Vipar receives from the aggregate proceeds of such sale an IRR on its Vipar Investment Contribution of 20 percent or more per annum.’ Moreover, Fleurette Shareholders may force a sale of Camrose ‘if, and only if, the proceeds of such sale shall provide Vipar with an IRR on its Vipar Investment Contribution of 20 percent or more per annum’. By contrast, Vipar may force a sale without any such guarantee for Fleurette Shareholders. (See, respectively, article 30.5 (a) and (b)).

See Africo Resources Ltd., 21 April 2008, ‘Africo Resources announces CAD100 million private placement to develop the Kalukundi project’, op. cit. The placement was completed in July 2008 (‘Africo Resources completes CAD100 million private placement with Camrose Resources Limited’, 24 July 2008, op. cit.).

‘Africo Resources completes CAD100 million private placement with Camrose Resources Limited’, op. cit.: ‘Vipar Investments Limited (“Vipar”) has made certain credit facilities available to Camrose in connection with the transactions pursuant to terms and conditions set out in a loan facility (the “Facility”) between Camrose and Vipar. Vipar may become a direct or indirect holder of securities of Africo pursuant to the terms of the Facility or enforcement of security thereunder.’ See also Register of Registered Charges of Camrose Resources Limited, Business Company No 1055983, Attachment ID# 7339929, Under ‘Description of Liability Secured’, reference is made to ‘the convertible loan facility agreement dated 16 April 2008 entered into between, inter alios, the Pledgor [Camrose Resources Limited] and the Secured Creditor [Vipar Investments Limited]’ and under ‘Description of Property Charged’, to ‘45,400,000 common shares in Africo Resources Limited’. According to corporate documents from ENRC: ‘The Company [ENRC] understands that Camrose entered into a loan for US$124 million with Vipar on 16 April 2008 primarily to finance Camrose’s acquisition of its interest in Africo’. (See Circular to ENRC Shareholders, 7 December 2012, op. cit., 7(b), p. 10).
Camrose’s Memorandum of Association, 10.1, “Affiliate”.

The private purchase was through ENRC’s wholly-owned subsidiary, ENRC Congo BV. See ENRC plc, RNS 4192R, 20 August 2010, ‘Acquisition of 50.5% of the Shares of Camrose Resources Limited’, op. cit.

Camrose is described as holding indirect interests in five copper and cobalt exploitation licences in DRC, including a 70% interest, via the Highwind Group, in Metalkol Sarl, which ENRC states as owning ‘the tailings exploitation licence covering the Kolwezi Tailings Site (otherwise known as the Kinganyambo Musonoi Tailings, or “KMT”)’. See ENRC plc, ‘Acquisition of 50.5% of the Shares of Camrose Resources Limited’, op. cit.

The Highwind Group, entirely owned by Camrose, comprises Highwind Properties Limited, Pareas Limited, Interim Holdings Limited and Blue Narcissus Limited. (See ENRC, Circular to ENRC Shareholders, 7 December 2012, op. cit., Part VI, (A) Definitions and Glossary, Highwind Group, p. 63). According to ENRC, Metalkol’s 70% interest in KMT is established under the terms of a joint venture agreement dated 7 January 2010, between the Highwind Group, DRC, Gecamines and Simco Sprl, the latter described as ‘an entity associated with Gecamines’. (See ‘Acquisition of 50.5% of the Shares of Camrose Resources Limited’ op. cit.).


’Acquisition of 50.5% of the Shares of Camrose Resources Limited’, op. cit. ENRC paid US$50 million in cash and issued promissory notes totalling US$125 million, to mature between 9 months and 24 months later.

Ibid. The Camrose shares had been purchased from Silvertide Global Limited, Zanette Limited and Cerida Global Limited, companies which ENRC describes as ‘held by the Gertler Family Trust’.

Ibid. See also Circular to ENRC Shareholders, 7 December 2012, op. cit., pp. 10–11: ‘On 20 August 2012, ENRC NV repaid, on behalf of Cerida, an outstanding debt of US$155 million plus interest (totalling in the aggregate US$606,077,302) owed to Cerida by Vipar Investments Limited (“Vipar”), which had been granted by Vipar to Cerida and documented pursuant to a loan agreement dated 20 August 2010 (the “Cerida Loan”). The Company understands that Cerida entered into a loan for US$124 million with Vipar on 16 April 2008 primarily to finance Camrose’s acquisition of its interest in Africo. As part of the transaction whereby ENRC Congo BV acquired 50.5 percent. of the issued shares of Camrose on 20 August 2010, Camrose’s loan agreement with Vipar was novated to Cerida for the amount outstanding under that loan facility of US$155 million (which comprised principal plus capitalised interest which had accrued on the original Vipar loan) and a back to back loan agreement for the same amount was entered into on the same date by Cerida and Camrose (the “Cerida Loan”). Separately, pursuant to a guarantee agreement entered into by ENRC NV and Vipar also on 20 August 2010, ENRC NV guaranteed the repayment of the Cerida Loan to Vipar.’


Ibid.


96 *Circular to ENRC Shareholders*, 7 December 2012, op. cit., p. 12; see also p. 27.


98 *Circular to ENRC Shareholders*, op. cit., 7 December 2012, p. 15; see also p. 27.


100 Links to the August 2010 SAR and to the 31 May 2012 letter from ENRC’s lawyers received by *100Reporters* are given in ‘Fast Track Past Red Flags’.


107 Danny Fortson, *The Sunday Times*, 3 June 2012, ‘Secret deal threatens big miners: BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto are at risk after a shadowy middleman, Walter Hennig, has struck a backdoor pact in Guinea’.


‘QKR kicks-off private funds investment drive’, op. cit. See also <http://qkrcorp.com/>.


‘Hannam sidekick trawls Africa’, op. cit.; also Jan Cienski, Financial Times, 11 November 2012, ‘Kulczyk and Qatar back $700m mine project’, available at: <http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/5c04a07a-2c10-11e2-a91d-00144f6abdc0.html#axzz2v0kmuDSm>.


---

"

Given the expense of further proceedings and the difficulty in enforcing any award against the DRC even in the event of success. See Tullow Oil PLC, RNS 5804C, 9 March 2011, ‘2010 Full Year Results’, under Congo (DRC), available at: <http://www.investegate.co.uk/tullow-A.Lake%20of%20Oil:Congos%20results/200609060700495439I/>.


See, respectively, Foxwhelp Limited (BVI Company No.: 1577165), and Caprikat Limited (BVI Company No.: 1577164), Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association, 24 March 2010; and Certificate of Incorporation, 24 March 2010. Both Foxwhelp’s and Caprikat’s date of incorporation is given as 24 March 2010 and the registered office of both companies is given as Akara Bldg, 24 De Castro Street, Wickhams Cay 1, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands.

PLATFORM’s analysis is cited in: Katrina Manson, Reuters, 9 July 2010, ‘Congo’s new oil deals “massive regression” – lobby’, available at: <http://in.reuters.com/article/2010/07/09/congo-democratic-oil-idINLDE6670VL20100709>. Less than two months previously, PLATFORM had published a comprehensive economic, social and environmental analysis of the 2006 Tullow/Heritage PSA for Blocks 1 and 2 and the subsequent 2008 Divine Inspiration Consortium PSA, also for Block 1. See PLATFORM, A Lake of Oil, op. cit.

Congo’s new oil deals “massive regression” – lobby, op. cit.

Ibid.


Contrat de Partage de Production, op. cit., 33.1 b).

Ibid., 33.1 c).

‘Mvelaphanda Holdings, Och-Ziff and Palladino create joint venture to focus on natural resources in Africa’, op. cit.

Mark Willcox, quoted in ‘Zuma Inc’s DRC oil coup (and the Tokyo factor)’, op. cit.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.; also ‘Mvelaphanda Holdings’s Willcox Advising Zuma’s Nephew on Congo Oil Blocks’, op. cit.

‘Zuma Inc’s DRC oil coup (and the Tokyo factor)’, op. cit.

Ibid.


Ibid.

Ibid.

Contrat de Partage de Production, op. cit., Annexe II, Mandats de Caprikat et Foxwhelp. Both mandates are dated 22 April 2010.

‘Firms awarded Congo oil decline to name investors’, op. cit.

‘Mvelaphanda Holdings’s Willcox Advising Zuma’s Nephew on Congo Oil Blocks’, op. cit.

Katrina Manson, Financial Times, 24 June 2012, ‘Congo threatens to take back oil blocks’, available at: <http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/a5aea554-bc8f-11e1-a470-00144feabdc0.html#axzz2suuTtlEH>.

Ibid.
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